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United Press International

In Our 92nd Year

Retired Police Sgt. Warren Dies
Suddenly At His Home Wednesday

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, July 8, 1971

Thirteen Murrayans 173rd To Returri Indiana Choirs To
Accepted, Student To Ft. Campbell Give Program At
WASHINGTON (UP!)--Sen • Progressive
Teaching Workshop Marlow
Church
W. Cook, R-Ky., said

Vol. liXXXII No. 159

10* Per Copy

Communist Refuse
Private Talks On
Peace Plan Today

0. D. (Jettie) Warren, retired
sergeant with the Murray Police
Thirteen from the Murray and today an advance team will The ensembled choirs of the
Department, died suddenly
Calloway County public school arrive at Ft. Campbell next wellk South Calvary Baptist Church,
Wednesday at 4:45 p.m. at his
systems are among 56 educators to prepare the
facility Ibr Indianapolis, Ind., will be
home at 1009 Payne Street,
accepted for participation in the homecoming of the l'73rd Air- presented in a musical program
Murray.
second annual Student Teaching borne Brigade.
by the Progressive Baptist
His death at the age of 68 was
Workshop at Murray State Announcement was made Church, Paris, Term., Sunday,
reportedly due to a heart attack.
University July 19-21. They are: Wednesday that the First Army July 11 during the morning
He had retired from the Police
Murray—Donnie Foust, kin- unit deployed to South Vietasm in worship service and later at 3:00 By MICHAEL DENNIGAN
had indicated in press inter- head of the North Vietnamese
Department on March 31, 1969,
dergarten; Mary Lou Lassiter May, 1965, would be redgpiord
PARIS (UPI) —The United views earlier this week that delegation, told newsmen after
and had been suffering froze
and Murl Robertson, both first at Ft. Campbell, Ky., wharit The late Reverend Robert A. States offered to day to hold they would be willing to meet the session that Bruce seemingarthritis for the past few years
grade; Mildred K. Lowe, sixth returns from Southeast Asia.
Bennett, native of Paris, served private talks on the new the Americans in private, they ly wanted to sidestep a clearcut
Sgt. Warren became a member
grade; and Mrs. Pauline McCoy, Cook said he had been advised as minister of the South Calvary Vietnamese Communist peace turned Bruce down.
answer to their latest peace
of the police force on April 20,
all at Robertson Elementary; of the decisio personally by Gas. Baptist Church until his recent proposals but the North VietnaBruce had said the United package.
1952, when the late Adolphus
Mrs. Bonnie Jones, algebra; William C. Westmoreland, Army tragic death. The musical is mese and the Viet Cong States needed a lot more Madame Binh said after the
Webb was serving as police chief.
Mrs. Mice Matthews, math 9-12; Chief of Staff and form= presented as a memorial to the refused.
clarification of the seven-point meeting the United States "is
During his almost seventeen
Betty Scott, art 7-12; and Martha Commander at Fort
late Reverend Bennett and as a David K.E. Bruce, the chief Communist peace plan pro- seeking to change the form of
years of service, Warren had
Shirley, Eglish 7-8, all at Murray The move will affect telt tribute to his mother, Mrs. Eddie American negotiator, emerged posed by the Viet Cong last the conference to elude the
worked under seven Murray
Virginia Bennett who is a from a 3/
Imperative demands of the
High; and Billie Price, first 6,000 military personnel
1
2-hour weekly session week.
police chiefs, Webb,the late OW
grade teacher at Austin 10,000 dependents, Cook said.
member of the Progressive of the Paris peace talks and
people of Vietnam, the United
Warren, the
late
Baptist church.
Novel
Elementary.
did not give an effective date
told newsmen, "I got a decided The plan includes an offer to States and the world."
release all American war Thuy said, "We have asked
McReynolds, Charlie Marr,
Calloway County--Agnes the move, but said the
The public is invited to attend no."
0. D. Warren
Burman Parker, Brent Manning,
morning and afternoon He had suggested making a prisoners —Hanoi's figure is 320 the American delegate to
McDaniel, second grade, and should "start arriving" at _
the
both
uniforms
serve
will
as
and the present chief, James M.
Eleanor Miller, sixth grade, both Army installation in Christine service.
iConunued on Page Nine)
fresh start in the talks by but the United States says
pallbearers.
there are at least 433 —
Brown.
at Lynn Grove Elementary and County, some two weeks AV
meeting
restricted
a
holding
Interment will be in the Murray
The deceased was born May 6,
Betty S. Riley, English 12 at arrival of the advance team.
Now You Know
next week so the two sides providing all U.S. troops are
1903 in Calloway County and was Memorial Gardens with the Calloway County High School.
The
Republican
Kentucky
The
crocodile bird picks and could work out an agreement withdrawn from Vietnam this
arrangements by the Max
the son of Mrs. Cora Frances
added
that
the
first
this
devours
was
parasites from the outside the "glare of publicity." year.
Churchill Funeral Home where
Alexander Warren of the PerTo be held in the University combat team to return intact mouth and hide of crocodiles. But though the Communists The Communists have always
friends may call.
been ready to open fully secret
sonal Care Nursing Home,
School on the campus,
the with all personnel and solotalks. But up to now in the
Mayfield and the late Sam Plenty
workshop will begin at 9 a.m. ment. In the past individual
HUB
CAPS STOLEN
1
2
Paris negotiations, now 2/
Warren. He was a member of
July 19 and continue until 1 p.m. military personnel who had not
Four spinner type hub caps
years old, they have rejected
Murray Lodge No 105 Free and
July 21. It is designed for public accrued adequate duty time in
were stolen off a 1970 Chevrolet at
all U.S. suggestions for official
Accepted Masons.
school supervisory and in- Vietnam were staying in Vietthe Crouse Motor Sales, 1311
but "restricted" meetings.
Warren was married to Fay
structional personnel from West nam.
Sycamore Street, Murray,
Bruce told newsmen outside The "Hot Sounds of Summer"
McClure, who survives, and after
Kentucky and West Tennessee Cook said he was "enthe conference hall, on sun- stage band,an 18-member unit of
their marriage they resided in sometime Sunday night, ac- who work with student teachers couraged" by this as a sign of the
cording to the report made to the
Potts, Bill Ed Murdock, and drenched Avenue Kleber near Murray State University students
Detroit, Mich., for a few years
from Murray State.
President's intent to get the Kentucky's outstanding 4-H David Beane.
Murray Police Department on
Animals
Meat
the Arch of Triumph, "We and graduates, will play for the
and
before returning to Calloway
Dairy, Horse
Sessions will be directed by Dr. troops home.
Wednesday at 9:10 a.m.
Horse—Mark Carroll judged in think they want to continue to Calloway County Fair beauty
County where he farmed. In 1950
Judges were selected in comJohn G.Taylor and Dr. William 0.
use these meetings as a forum review July 12.
Warren began employment with
petition held at the University of the Western division.
Price of the division of student
The following adult leaders for propaganda."
Under the direction of Lee
Young
28-30.
June
Kentucky
the Boatwright Wholesale
teaching at the university. They
accompanied
of Paducah, a graduate
the
Somers
members:
stateBruce had gone into the 120th
Company before being named to
will be assisted by college
people from throughout the
Mrs. Charles B. Stark, Mrs. session of the Vietcam peace student in music education, the
the Murray Police Force in 1952.
-235 in meat animal judging, 200
coordinators from the student
James Tucker, Mrs. Carves conference and urged prompt band will play many styles and
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Lewis Todd of 1Cirksey Route teaching program.
in dairy judging and 64 in horse
Paschall,
Miss Kathy Stub- private talks to explore the periods of jazz, including big
event
judging
each
Fay McClure
The Executive Board of the judging. In
Warren, 1009 One, age forty-two, was admitted
blefield and Robert Blalock.
1
Communist
July
peace band sounds from the past four
Payne Street, Murray; mother, to the Murray-Calloway County Murrayans Participate
Murray Woman's Club held ita the 4-H'ers judged classes of four
County Jr. Dairyj package and allied
peace decades as well as the 1970's.
Mrs. Cora Frances Warren of Hospital on Wednesday afternoon
monthly luncheon and busies. animals each, rating them ac- The Calloway
In Summer Concert Band session on Monday, July 5, will cording to quality and structure. Team composed of Jerry Tucker, proposals as well.
Music for the group, which
Mayfield; two daughters, Mrs. after having been reported inAlene
Paschall,
each week during the
Steve
rehearses
Howard,
Madame Nguyen Thi Binh,
Roger(Marie) Crouse of Murray jured in an automobile accident. Fifteen from Murray including the president.
Mrs. Bethel
meat animal judging Steve McCuiston and Kerry foreign minister of the provi- eight-week summer school
In
the
Richardson,
presiding.
Route Two and Mrs. Jerry
multiple
severe
eight high school students are
Todd suffered
Wyatt was selected as third sional government of the South session, is being furnished by the
:Patricia) Pendergrass of contusions of the chest and is members of the Summer Concert Items of interest discussed at contest, participants judged
place team. The team was vietnam National Liberation Gamma Delta chapter of Phi Mu
sheep,
beek,
swine
and
classes
of
held
Murray Route One; two grand- listed in satisfactory condition Band at Murray State University. the First District workshop
' those in the dairy contest judged coached by County Agent, Ted Front, and Xuan Thuy, official Alpha Sinfonia, the men's
ebietiren-,ifiWnerpileiti Crouse and this morning, aeosedling 440.
Those .essin Murray Hign in Edde were
national professional music
asioo breads. Howe'AIX* _Kathy Stubblefield
Lisa Marie Crouse; one sister, ficials at the hospital.
School are Betty Jo Ward, 406 N. Titre.
; aloek.
fraternity on the Murray State
English and Western and
the
both
le
Mrs.
Ted
Bradshaw
was
OpMrs. Opal Eddins of Hazel Park,
12th, Kip Mason, 1505 Henry St.;
campus. Gamma Delta sponsors
divisions of the horse judging Jerry Tucker tied for 2nd high
Mich.; five
brothers, Huie
Sarah Elizabeth Sams, 1001 S. pointed chairman of a committee
the "Men of Note" jazz band
4-H'ers judged horses at Individual in the Jr. Contest with
contest,
to
set
up
a
budget
for the
Warren of Hazel Route Two,
18th St.; Emily Belote, 1400 Main
during the regular school year.
both halter as well as prefor a score of 303 out of a possible
clubhouse kitchen expenses.
Mton and Clinton Warren of
St.
350.
A free community concert is
mance classes.
Mrs.
Dan
Miller
reported
that
Rochester, Mich. Bill Warren of
Calloway County High students
The Murray Fire Department also planned for Monday evening,
Larry
Tucker
was
second
high
Murray Route Five and Duiguid
(Continued on Page Nine'
include Alice Crawford, Rt. 1
Calloway County
was well individual in the Guernsey and answered a call to 1508 Story Aug. 2, by the "Hot Sounds of
Warren of Greenville.
Dexter; Lisa Perrin, Rt. 2
represented
at
these
contests
by Holstein breed competition and Avenue at 1:30 p.m. Wednesday. Summer" on the Murray State
Funeral services will be held
Murray; David Sims, Rt. 7 CUNNINGHAM REUNION
the
following
members:
was named 8th individual in the Firemen used dry chemicals to campus.
Friday at two p.m, at the chapel
Murray; Sabrina Tucker, Rt. 1 The descendants of Brace,
Dairy—Larry
Tucker,
Sr.
Dairy Contest. Bobby Hobbs extinguish the flames on a car
Larry
are:
members
Band
Cunningham
Morgan, and Green
Of the Max Churchill Funeral
1Cirksey.
Lawrence,
Jerry
of
Howard,
Fancy
Farm placed 4th David owned by Dorothy Edmons, Saxophones—Roger Reichrnuth,
Robin
Home with Rev. R. J. Burpoe
Murray State University will have a reunion at the Kirksey Rowland, Kerry Wyatt, Kenneth
department Murray State marching band
Beane was 20th high individual according to the
officiating.
students are Nancy Page, 901 School Lunchroom on Sunday, Paschall,Steve McCuiston, Jerry the Sr. General Livestock
records. Damage to the car was director and sponsor of the
judging
morning
the
following
July
11,
Members of the Murray Police
Main; Mike Kline, New Concord;
to the battery and the wiring.
Tucker, Steve Howard, Krit contest.
summer stage band; Gary
Department in full dress
Freya Larson, 105 S. 14th St.;church services.
Stubblefield, Debra Tucker, The bus trip was sponsored by Tuesday at nine a.m. the Rudolph, band director at Tell
Donald Maley, Rt. 2 Murray;
Alene Paschall, Sandra Stark, the following: Peoples Bank, firemen used the booster to ex- Qty, Ind., High School; Gerald
rWO CITED
Mike Ryan, 1403 Glendale; David
tinguish the flames from a fire at McGuire,
band director at
were cited by the Bobby Hobbs, and Johnny Murray Branch of Hopkinsville
persons
Two
Berry, Coach Estates A-3; Anna
the Overbey building at Third
Howard
both
of
Graves
Federal
County
Savings
&
Loan,
and
Martin, Tenn., High School and a
OR
Department
Police
Murray
Spears, 1601 College Farm Rd.
and Main Streets.
Livestock—Roger Hutson Chemical.
former director of the "Men of
Wednesday afternoon. The General
A concert is slated for August 3
Note"; Keith Sperry, music
city
having
not
were
for
citations
at 7 p.m.
education major from Unauto stickers.
Mrs. Mavis W. McComb&
casville, Conn.; and Gene Miller,
industrial arts teacher from Mt.
Special Thursday night serVernon, Ill.
vices of worship will be conTrumpets—Bob Scribner, band
ducted during July and August at
director at Mayfield Junior High
the First Presbyterian Church,
School; David Sutherland, music
leth and Main Streets.
education major from Benton;
The pastor, Rev. Charles H.
Richard Neathamer, music
Moffett, noted that at this time of
education
major
from
year many persons are unable to
Drakesboro; and David Porter,
by the students and displayed on oeliever in discipline, but I
By Lou H. Edmondson
participate in services on Sunmusic education major from
the walls testified to her belief recognize that students must be
day, but still desire a worship
Mayfield.
that "if the classroom has a nice given freedom at times."
"If you keep your students
opportunity. The Thursday
Trombones—"Stretch"
atmosphere, the children will "A shepherd knows his flock,"
busy,
no
disciplinary
problems work their heads
services, open to the entire
Hannah, music education major
off."
know
that
I
explained;
"so
she
arise"
is a basic tenet in the
community, begin at 7:30 p.m.
from
Louisville;
David
"I want my children to want to
The sermon title for this teaching philosophy of Mrs. come to school," she said, with each child is a distinct perDunevant,
music major from
his
develop
at
will
who
sonality
Mavis
W.
McCarnish
who
will
Thursday, July 8, will be "The
Mayfield; Judy Novak, music
her face aglow; "that attitude on
Prophet Who Married A retire in August after 20 years as the part of children is the highest own rate."
major from Chicago; and Phil
Chatin
lived
1977-41
she
In
the University School's firstProstitute."
Cole, graduate music student
compliment that can be paid a tanooga, Tenn., and taught in the
grade teacher.
from Evansville, Ind.
teacher."
Hamilton County school system.
In that period approximately
section—Drummer
Rhythm
Mrs. McCamish herself is an But she returnte! to her native
600 youngsters have begun their
Wayne Collins, music major from
example of her belief that Calloway County and m 1942
formal education under this
These Calloway County youngsters attended the State 4-H Judging (-oiliest; held recently at the Possum Trot; pianist Hilton
"today's wide-awake children joined the Lynn Grove School
dynamic, warm-hearted teacher,
University of Kentucky. They are: (top photo) left to right, Roger Potts, Bill Ed Murdock, Mark Thomas, graduate music student
require a wide-awake teacher." faculty and taught there for nine
and some 2000 Murray State
Carroll and David Beane. Bottom Photo: Larry Tucker at halter, Larry Lawrence, Johnny Howard, from Mayfield; bassist Joe
Kentucky: Partly cloudy, University education majors She is keenly alert to the needs years.
Jerry Howard, Robin Rowland, Kenneth Paschall, Kerry Wyatt, Steve McCuiston, Jerry Tucker, Tarrentino, graduate music
and
interests
of
her
students
and
the
"Today's challenge to
warm and humid through Friday have done student teaching under
Steve Howard, Kilt Stubblefield, Bobby Hobbs at halter, Debra Tucker, Alcor Paschall and Sandra student from Bound Brook, N.J.;
directs
their
development
with
teacher is greater," she said,
with isolated thundershowers her supervision.
love and the utmost con- "because the children are more Starks.
and guitarist Mike Ryan, music
each afternoon and evening. Asked why she decided to be a
major from Murray.
sideration.
been
have
alert,
know more, and
Highs today and Friday in the first-grade teacher, Mrs. Mcmid-80s to low 90s. Lows tonight Carnish replied that she con- "I sometimes wonder if I'm not to more places Television has
prouder of these children than done a lot
for children, too.
in the 60s to near 70s.
diders the first grade "the most
their parents are," she beamed. Mrs. McCamish, who earned
rewarding grade."
A modest, energetic person, bachelor's and master's degree
With sparkle in her eyes and in
she answered practically all at Murray State, is a member of
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
her voice she explained: "It is
questions in terms of "my "the Wrather family of teacher."
The extended outlook, Satur- such a joy to watch them learn to
The annual homecoming will
children."
This indicated she is a The late Dr. Martin 0 Wrather
day through Monday, shows a read and do so many things. And
be held at the Jeffrey Cemetery,
natural
teacher,
one
of
those
was her brother.
chance of thundershowers they are so eager to try to please
located three miles east of Dexter
Monday. Otherwise partly the teacher." She paused a referred to as "Born teachers." She holds membership in
on Highway 1346, on Sunday, July
Mrs.
professional
McCarnish
is
a
strong
numerous
cloudy, rather hot and humid moment then added, with her
11.
organizations, including Inthrough Monday with highs in usual sincerity, "I just can't
Rev. William McKinney,
NOT IDENTIFIED
ternational Reading Association,
the mid-805 to the mid-90s and Imagine my teaching any other
minister of Durward's Chapel
Two
persons,
through
a
Childhood
70s
for
low
Association
to
lows in the Ms
grade."
Pentecostal Church, will be
"The teacher is still the most typographical error, were Education,Kappa Delta Pi. Delta
preaching at 11:30 a.m. A basket
unidentified in the photo of the Kappa Gamma, NEA, KEA and
important factor
in
the
lunch will follow the sermon.
MSU Century Club members FDEA.
OUTLAND CEMETERY
classroom, despite the various
All persons interested in the
The annual meeting will be teaching aids now available," which was published in Wed- She is a member of di Pleasant
upkeep of the cemetery are urged
nesday's Ledger & Times. They Grove United Methodist (hurch.
held at the Outland Cemetery on she said. The warmth of her
voice
to attend or send their donations.
were Paul Maggard of Jerry's She has one daughter. Mrs Glen
Wednesday. July 14. This will be and smile indicated
her firm
T. C. Parrish of Dexter Route
Restaurant and Guy Billington of Rogers of Lynn Grove, and
an all day event and all interested conviction on this point.
One is in charge of the care of the
persons are urged to attend.
The many colorful items made the Murray Insurance Agency. granddaughters.
cemetery

MSU Stage
Band Plays
For Review

Calloway 4-H'ers Attend
Kentucky Judging Contest

Lewis Todd Injured
In Car Accident

Woman's Club
Board Meets

Fire Department
Answers Two Calls

Special Services
At Presbyterian
Church Tonight

Keeping Students Busy Is Answer
To Problems Says Mrs. McCamish
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umumminis

The Weather

Jeffrey Cemetery
Homecoming Sunday
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Ten Years Ago Today
Deaths reported are L. A.( Allen ) McKeel,age 85, of Penny, and
Thomas Monckton of Australia, father of Mrs. Edward Fitts of
Puryear, Tenn.
The Calloway County Sheriff's office and the Murray Police
Department are working jointly on an investigation with the
discovery of meat poisoned with strychnine, found at several
places in the college area.
Bro. Jay Lockhart of Parkersburg, W. Va., has accepted the
ministry of the Green Plain Church of Christ.
Marriages announced today include Miss Margaret Ann Tarry
to James L. Zieba on July 1, and Miss Peggy Carol Williams to
Thomas Linn Carraway on June 24.

A thought for today: John
Burroughs said: "Life is a
struggle, but not a warfare."

o
eocrail with
Line the garbarg
paper or a waterpbag. Put
in only well-drained garbage so
odors don't build up. Wash can
frequently - with suds. Hobe
down and add a dash of
chlorine bleach to disinfect
container.

Today
20 Years Ago
Tama
FILZ

Minous G. Lee, age 84, mesa yesterday at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. J. M. Clayton of Dexter Route One.
A number of streets in Murray are being paved with
the
cooperation of property owners and the city.
Miss Lottye Suiter and her fifth grade class of Murray Training
School visited the Ancient Buried City and other towns
and
places in the Jackson Purchase on June 29 as a part of their unit
• study of Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Hurt and sons Mr. and Mrs.
Waylon
- Rayburn and son are attending the national convention
of the
Woodmen of the World being held in Seattle, Washington.

*We Thoughtfor Today
came forth from the Father, and am come into the world:
again. I leave the world, and go to the Father.-John 11:28.
When He departed, Jesus said: "Go make disciples of all
nations. And lo, I am with you always."

THE MYSTERIOUS MIND

Telepathy tests indicate
thoughts are transmitted

I

Editor's Note: This is the
:mond of four articles on payInc phenomena.
By ROBERT BETTS
Copley News Service

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
man's age once commanded veneration; now it

ands a pension check. A woman's age one
anded tact; now it commands stocks, bonds,
uities and such, and the heck with vanity.
"Man is the head but woman turns it."
—Proverb

Telepathy has long been a
subject of serious study by scientists who would indignantly
reject any suggestion that they
were investigating the occult.
Even in Russia, where 6Esiderations of the nonmaterial
have no official sanction, there
is state-aided research into the
question of thought transference.
While many researchers are
convinced that telepathy
exists, they can give no explanation for it that fits known
physical laws.
Telepathy was one of the first
subjects studied by the Society
for Psychical Research, using
a completely objective, scientific approach The society was
founded in Britain in 1882. An
American sister society was
formed in 1906, with headquarters in New York.
Its present director of research, Dr. Karlis Osis, was
one of the participants in a recent symposium on parapsychology held by the American
Association for the Advancement of Science.
He described experiments in
which dozens of subjects received thought messages at
distances of more than 10,000
miles.
For scientific testing special
picture cards are used. They
were devised by Dr. J. B.
Rhine, a pioneer experimenter
in parapsychology at Duke
University, Durham, N.C.,
with whom Osis has worked.
Cards are said to have an advantage over more sensational
phenomena such as visions,
dreams and reports from psychic mediums, because card
scores can be mathematically
compared.
The "Zener" cards consist of
five symbols - a circle, cross,

have run into hundreds of thousands to one.
Osis told of a series of experiments where 100 picture cards
of five types were set out face
down in four columns (runs) of
25 cards each in New York City,
Paris, New Delhi and Sydney.
The subjects, located all over
the United States, tried to discover by extrasensory perception (ESP) the order in which
the cards were arranged.
He said that in one such tact.
57 subjects determined the correct order of 912 card runs. In a
similar test, 70 subjects completed 1,120 runs.
Experiments with various
groups of subjects indicate that
age, sex or degree of intelligence has no bearing on the
results.,
One characteristic that
seems common for success is a
high degree of confidence. The
surer a subject feels that he
will perform above average,
the more likely he is to do so, it
has been found.
The feeling of confidence
comes and goes with no apparent cause - something that

many a professional sportsman
could confirm.
One explanation could be that
the feeling is itself some form
of precognition, which informs
the thinker that he is about to
perform above average.
Sickness or worry, on the
other hand, seems to weaken
telepathic ability, at least
under test conditions. Many
other people have had cause to
believe that telepathy also
operates in conditions of emergency or mental stress - such
as during wartime or at the
time of an accident, illness or
death.
They have had the sudden
feeling that a distant relative or
friend is in trouble, to have the
fact confirmed later, including
time and circumstances exact"YOUNG" MOON ROCK DISAPPOINTS
ly as they envisioned. MoreSCIENTISTS—At
4 a news conference in Seattle, Wash.,
over, it has been ascertained
Gerald J. Wasserburg of the California Institute of
that they were the particular
Technology points to
i a "young" Moorvrock brought
object of the sick or injured
back by Apollo 14. It is
I
"only" 3.85 to 3.95 billion years old.
person's thoughts at the precise
Disappointed scientists had hoped the Moon rocks would
moment of the event.
date back 4.1
billion years, near the time of the creation
Responsible organizations of
9quare, star and two wavy
of the Moon
lines. Each pack consists of the SPR cite only those cases
Filt•••411 411.•••••••55•••••••••••••••41 five each of these cards, mak- which have been authenticated
beyond doubt. They are seCome In I
• ing a "run" of 25.
A common test is for the lected from an enormous mass
experimenter to look at one of reported incidents which,
while probably as impressive,
.
4I
A
card at a time, and for the subject, divided from him by a leave some slight room for
doubt as to whether they were
screen or away in a separate
room or building, to "guess" correctly recorded.
As intriguing as these spon.11,40.111111
• what card it is.
taneous examples may be, they
PIONICTON
The
chance-expectanormal
•
little scientific use, since
• tion of correct guesses would be are ofcannot
be controlled or re• five per run. This number they
• could, of course, be exceeded peated under laboratory con• by chance in any one run. The ditions.
More reliable are the experi• larger the number of runs,
ments like those conducted at
the
however,
nearer
averthe
ALSO
age of chance guesses would Duke and elsewhere, although
the results are no less puzzling.
approximate to five.
In Russia, a 40-year study of
precautions
are
Elaborate
taken to insure that the subject telepathic phenomena was
cannot be led to his choice by made by Prof. Leonid Vasilyev,
head of Leningard University's
any kind of sensory clue, con,
( ONadtma N *sit rianier
•
9:10
scious or unconscious. Several psychology department.
7:30
•
To test whether telepathy
7:45-9:15 rxi
subjects have scored hits
was some form of wave radia•4. ee
Ap
411 4P 411 4P 4P 411 41t 4P 40 4P 411 4P IF 4P 4P •• •114•IP•
aitainst
chance
where the odds

f.

;41

Several residents of the area
around Glenmachen Street in
for,/
central Belfast were trea
shock, an army spokman
said.
He said army experts estimated 10 to 15 pounds of TNT
were used in the device, which
was placed against an exterior
wall. Two men wearing leather
jackets were seen running from
the scene, the spokesman said.

ne nao vartous;suojects sit
in an iron chamber enclosed in
an outer lead casing as proof
against radio waves, X rays
and gamma rays.
"Mental suggestion at a distance was also obtained in
these experiments without any
change," reported the Soviet
News."The subjects fell asleep
and woke up at the mental suggestion of the experimenter."
The professor concluded that
aTawaisseatkart at a clatatearboa" -which is not affected by either

distance or the curve of the
earth - is effected, not by ordinary electromagnetic waves,
but by some other, as yet unknown form of energy.
His book, "Mysterious Phenomena of the Human
Psyche," has become a best
seller in the Soviet Union.
Other Russian experiments
conducted at the Popov Institute for the Study of Radio
Electronics in Moscow and reported by Dr. I. M. Kogan indicate thoughts may be conveyed
by extremely long electromagnetic waves with crests ranging
from 16 to 600 miles apart.
In one long-distance test, between Moscow and Novosibirsk
1,800 miles away, Kogan said a
“transmitter" tried to project
images of six objects. The receiver correctly described the
train attributes of four, which
is far beyond what could be expected from chance or guesswork.
Kogan concluded: "Telepathy via the electromagnetic
field is possible in theory over
any distance."
Russian cosmonauts are said
to have experienced extrasensory perceptiveness while in
space, and Soviet scientists
have expressed interest in pursuing the effects that outer
space may have on development of the "sixth sense."
The U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administra•
tion is also reported to have experimented with forms of ESF
for communication betweer
men in space and their contro
centers.
Next: Is death really de
end?

classical music.
The industry estimates that
counterfeit tapes to the value of
8100 million are sold in the
United States annually.
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Vida

MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, NA D

Director
National Institute
of Mental Health
Studying the Brain
The human brain continually
produces electrical waves as
brain processes occur. Some,
such as those that control heartbeat, are subconscious. Others
give instructions to muscles to
hold you upright in a sitting
position; some instruct the eyes
to focus; and others are involved with abstract thoughts.
This electrical activity of the
brain provides a highly important method by which researchers can study the brain and
benne is works, using a complex
instrument known as the electroencephalograph. or EEG.
Attached to the head by
pasted-on-electrodes, the EEG
painlessly tells the scientist
much about the signals our
brain produces in response to
the things we see and bear and
touch.
Brain wave recordings also
help in the diagnosis of medical
or physiological conditions that
prevent the brain from working
properly.
Psychiatrists and psychologists are also studying the brain
via the EEG, seeking physiological indicators of the kind of

!LOREN'S MOVIE SAT. 1 HI 3
TEXXAN" with Audie Murp

DIRECT FROM DENMARK
mum PIMA

"ewl

information, which has to be
accumulated in massive quantities and analyzed to provide
findings useful in research.
Although this has not resulted so far in highly effective
diagnostic tests or other measures to help the mentally
there is considerable promise
in such brain function studies
and the data being compiled.
bit by bit, may lead to future
clinical measures useful in finding or treating mental illness.
Slowly, but surely through
fundamental research, we are
learning about the processes
through which the body and
mind gain access to and handle
new
information and
what
makes normal perception normal.
Ultimately, when we better
understand the wide range of
normal processes of perception
and brain function in all of its
various aspects, we will be able
to return mentally ill persons
to useful lives and to prevent
mental disorders from striking
as they do today.
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disordered thought processes
seen in mental illness. They
are compiling a great deal of
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BELFAST BOMB
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
(UPI -An explosion police said
could be heard for 10 miles
extensively damaged a television sales showroom today and
broke windows in 30 nearby
houses.

14 record shops
raided tor tapes
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The Almanac
HARRIS MAY RUN
By United Press International
LOS ANGELES(UPI)-Sen.
Today is Thursday, July 8, Fred Harris, D-Okla., said
the 189th day of 1971.
Tuesday he seriously was
The moon is in its full phase. considering running for the 1972
The morning stars are Venus, Democratic Presidential nominMars and Saturn.
ation.
The evening stars are Mercu- Harris told newsmen he had
ry and Jupiter.
been contacted by persone
Those born on this day are -who have to be taken
under the sign of Cancer.
seriously" about seeking the
American capitalist John D. nomination.
Rockefeller was born July 8, Harris, whose Senate seat
1839.
comes up for election next
On this day in history:
year, said his decision would be
In 1835 the Liberty Bell in based on "what sort of
while response there is to some
cracked
Philadelphia
being rung during the funeral of slunding out efforts" in the next
United States Chief Justice several weeks.
John Marshall.
In 1950 Gen. Douglas MacArthur was appointed United
Nations commander in Korea.
In 1951 Paris celebrated its
2,000th anniversary.
In 1969 withdrawal of U.S.
NEW YORK -Fourteen rectroops from Vietnam began as ord shops in Manhattan were
800 infantrymen arrived at raided recently on suspicion of
McCord Air Force Base in selling pirated and counterfeit
tape recordings of poindar and
Washington state.
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Saundra Edwards Withstands
Final Day Charge By Betty
Lowry To Win Ladies Tourney

SOUTHPORT, England (UPI) the last hole for a 70 and
—Jack Nicklaus was angry, walked off ,the green shaking
Billy Casper was disgusted and his head.
Aussie Kel Nagle was plainly "It's a shame, it's a shame,"
disappointed.
he kept repeating. "It's a
The object of their emotions? shame to play the British Open
The greens at the Royal on a course with greens so
Birkdale course, scene of the bad."
100th British Open golf chamTheir complaints about the
pionship.
The trio, all within two greens were typical of the
strokes of the lead after attitude of practically all but
Wednesday's first round, were the very early starters in the
voicing the thoughts of the tournament which saw eleven
majority of the 150-strong field. players from five countries
Nicklaus, who carded a two- dispute the lead.
under par 71 after finishing Lee Trevino, the current US.
with two bogeys, said, "wait till Open champ, Tony Jacklin, 45I've cooled down" after being year-old Howie Johnson from
asked about the greens. "Do California and Argentina's numyou want me to say I hate ber two player Vicente Fernanthem? I'd rather cool down dez led the way with four under
par scores of 69. All were
before saying anything."
The normally calm Casper reasonably early starters and
was not as voluble but his made no complaints about the
(feelings were evident. "They're greens.
iteally rough," he said, after Grouped together only one,
stroke back were Casper and
*ring a three under par 70.
Nagle, who is normally non- Nagle who played together,
pitical and regarded along ohn O'Leary, Brian Waites
mith Casper as one of the • d Tommy Horton of Britain,
world's great putters, sank a 45 Peter Thomson of Australia and
Liang-huan of Taiwan.
t putt for an eagle three on

Vida Blue Heads
All-Star Lineup
By utCK DEW
UPLSportsWQRITF.R
BOSTON (UPI-)—A staff of
nine starters headed Icy the
=
ular Vida Blue of the
Athletics was named
today to the American League
All-Star team by manager Earl
Weaver.
By JOE CARNICELtI
The office of American
UPI Sports Writer
League President Joe Cronin Quickly and quietly, the
announced the pitching list Houston Astros suddenly have
which once again bypasses the become instant contenders.
relief specialLsts while picking The Astros, buried deep in the
starters who had a combined National
Western
League's
total of 98 victories at the time Division standings only a month
the choices were made.
ago, clobbered the divisionWeaver chose two members leading San Francisco Giants
of his own Baltimore staff, 18-4 Wednesday to move to
Mike Cuellar, 12-1, and Jim within seven games of first
Palmer, 10-4, aka; with Mickey Place.
Solidi, 13-6, of .Detroit, Sam Wbilkinbst of the attentIon•tn
McDowell, 8-7, of Cleveland, the NL West has been focused
Andy Messersmith, 7-8, of on the sudden rise of the Los
California, Marty Pattin, 7-9, of Angeles Dodgers, the Astros
Milwaukee, Jim Perry, 12-7, of have put together a six-game
Minnesota and Sonny Siebert, wiping streak to close the gap
f2-4, of the Red Sox.
behind the front-runners.
The National League pitchers, Cesar Cedeno drove in four
announced Wednesday by man- runs with two doubles and a
ager Sparky Anderson of single as the Astros erupted for
Cincinnati, has seven righthan- 10 runs in the fourth and added
ders and only one southpaw.
six more in the sixth. Houston
The lone lefty is Steve pounded six Giant pitchers for
Carlton of St. Louis, the starter 17 hits and each starter drove
and winner of the 1969 mid- in at least one run.
summer classic in Washington.
The Astros sent 14 men to the
Others named included Juan plate during the 10-run inning
Marichal of San Francisco for and eight of them stroked hits.
the ninth time, Larry Dierker Ten Astros batted in the six-run
of Houston, Dock Ellis -of sixth with Cedeno's double the
Pittsburgh, Ferguson Jenkins of big hit.
Chicago, Tom Seaver of New
"I've said right along that
York, ruck wise of Philadelphia once we start hitting, we'll
and Clay Carroll of Cincinnati. start moving up," said Houston
In making his selections, manager Harry Walker. "LateWeaver was choosing a rela- ly we seemed to have snapped
tively inexperienced staff since to, and I hope we stay that
Blue, Messersmith and Pattin way. We're a better club than
were being chosen for All-Star we've shown to this point."
play for the first time.
The 18 runs were a club
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Mary Jo Hinton, winner of the 4th flight in the Ladies Inter-City
Tournament yesterday at the Calloway Country Club, putts on the
final green. She shot a 206 for the tournament to win her flight by
22 strokes.

•

Astros Are Quick And Quiet
In Their Bid For First Place

A floundering Saundra Ed- Calloway was fourth with 203.
wine cooler. She needs only to win Edith Garrison
119 115---234
wards grimly withstood a final- Euldene Robinson of Calloway, again next year to gain perFourth Flight
nine surge from Betty Lowry playing her best golf of the year manent possession of it.
107.99--206
Mary Jo Hinton
here yesterday to win her second in the swealtering heat, won the In charge of this year's tour- Nancy Haverstock
115-113--228
Spann
128-108-236
Beverly
and
Rogers
3rd
Mabel
consecutive Ladies' Inter-City
flight with 203, nine strokes nament were
126-118-244
Euvanel Mitchell
Tournament by a single stroke ahead of Betty Stewart, also of Edith Garrison from the Oaks, Marilyn Adkins
122-125-247
144-120-260
over the 6,270-yard Calloway Calloway. Berlene Brewer of the and Carol Hibbard from the Annie Knight
138-139--277
Della Boggess
Oaks was third with 218 and Calloway club.
Country Club course.
Mrs.. Edwards, the perennial Frances Miller from Calloway
Listed below are the ladies and
ladies' champion at the Oaks was fourth with 721.
their scores by flights:
TRACK RECORD
Country Club, held a six-stroke Calloway's Mary Jo Hinton
Flight
LOUVAIN, Belgium (UPI)—
lead over Mrs. Lowry, a member made a runaway of the 4th flight SaundraChampionship
Edwards
84-89-173
Liguori of Villanova
of the Calloway club, going into with a 206, an edge of 72 strokes Betty Lowry
87-87-174 Marty
84-93-177 cracked the American record
the final nine holes of the two- over Nancy Haverstock, in Sue Morris
Carol Hibbard
90-89--179
meters Wednesday
day, 36-hole annual event before second place with 228. Third Evelyn Jones
91-91-18: for 2,000
93-91-18, when he was clocked in five
going eight over par on the next place went to Beverly Spann with Laura Parker
Sexton
96-88-184 minutes, 2.2 seconds for the
236, and Euvanele Mitchell was Venela
six holes.
Betty Jo Purdom
97-92-185
She lost one stroke to Mrs. fourth with 244. All are from the Jerlene Sullivan
98-93-191 distance. The old record of
Grace James
108.102-210 5:07.4 was set by Jim Grelle in
Lowry at the 298-yard 10th with a Calloway club.
bogey, and two more when she Prizes for low putts went to
1966.
First Flight '
carded a three-over-par six on Betty Jo Purdom in the cham- Janice Stubblefield
95 86-181
Ann Bershear
91-92-183 RAIDERS TRADE
the I25-yard llth after hitting her pionship flight; Mary Alice Smith Jean
Virginia Jones
94-95--189
OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI)—The
tee shot out of bounds, while Mrs. in the 1st flight; Norma Frank in Essie Caldwell
93-100-193
102-91-193 Oakland Raiders traded lineRogers
Lowry was getting a bogey four the hid flight; Sue Outland in the Mabel
Murelle Walker
98-95-193
3rd flight, and to Marilyn Adkins Mary Alice Smith
Laskey to the
on the hole.
109-94---203 backer Bill
Margaret Shuffett
107-102--209 Baltimore Colts Wednesday for
Mrs. Edwards then bogeyed In the 4th flight.
111-90--210 defensive back Tom Mexwell.
the 325-yard 12th hole, while Mrs. Consolation prizes went to: Judy Latimer
Each club also exchanged
Lowry was getting a par to see Grace James in the chamSecond ,Flight
Jones
101-99--200 future draft choices.
her lead dwindle to two strokes. pionship flight; Judy Latimer in Molly
Irene Chitwood
102-99--201
At the 375-yard 13th, however, the 1st flight; Masa Read in the Betty Hinton
102-99-201
she managed her only par of the 2nd; Edith Garrison in the 3rd, Intts Orr
105-98--203
Neil Tackett
H31-103-204
and
to
Della Boggess in the 4th. Doris Rose
nine and regained, momentarily,
101-105--206 TROT WIN
a three-stroke edge only to see Forty-five ladies from the two Annie Mary Adams
108-102--210
GOSHEN, N.Y. (UPI)—My
Billington
109-103--212 Own
this sliced to one by the time they clubs played in the tournament, Peggy
Star, reined by Ralph
Cathryn Garrott
107-105--212
the first 18 holes of which were Norma Frank
reached the 16th tee.
won the $10,000
111-105--216 Baldwin,
116-109--225 Coaching Club Trotting Oaks in
Bogey was the best either could played Tuesday over the 18-hole Maxa Read
do on each of the final three holes Oaks course before Wednesday's
two successive heats WednesThird Flight
as Mrs. Edwards clung play moved to the Calloway Euldene Robinson
, 106-97-203 day. The hometown filly took
Betty Stewart
104-1011-212 the first
tenaciously to her one-stroke course.
heat in the grand
Burlene Brewer
109-109-218
advantage for the championship, Mrs. Edwards' victory now Frances Miller
111-110-2/1 circuit feature in 2:05 3-5 and
110-112--222 won the second in 2:05 3-5 for
shooting an 89 for the day and 173 gives her a good grip on the Jackie Ransom
Jane Fitch
117-107--224
for the tournament. Mrs. Lowry coveted traveling award,a silver Sue Outland
110-118--228 the mile distance.
shot 87 each day for a 174 total.
Three strokes back at 177 and
in third place was Sue Morris of
the Calloway Club. Mrs. Morris
started the second day of play
tied with Mrs. Edwards for the
lead after shooting an 84 over the
Oaks course on Tuesday. She ran
into early trouble, however, on
her home course and soon fell
from contention, winding up the
day with 93.
Fourth place in the championship flight went to Carol
Tflt
.3ef—the zfiipe,tray ckb
with 179.

record
and helped
Larry Bob Johnson gave up five hits
Dierker, who pitched the first —three of them solo homers—
five innings, record his 12th and singled to cap a five-run
victory against only four losses. first inning as the Pirates beat
The Giants, however, man- Cincinnati. Manny Sanguillen
aged to pick up a half-game on drove in three runs for
Los Angeles as the Dodgers Pittsburgh while Lee May had
dropped a doubleheader to the two homers, his 22nd and 23rd,
Chicago Cubs 6-5 and 4-3. San and Bernie Cargo one for the
Francisco leads Los Angeles by Reds.
four games and they meet in a Rookie Earl Williams backed
the four-hit pitching of Ron
crucial series this weekend.
Iii other
games, Pit- Reed with his 14th and 15th
tsbirrgh ripped Cincinnati io-t, homer. of 'trio -oesatiar wor au*
Atlanta stopped Philadelphia 4- red-hot Braves beat Philadel2, San Diego downed St. Louis phia. Williams his a solo homer
The Oaks' Janice Stubblefield
4-1 and Montreal clubbed New with two out in the second and
drove in the winning runs with was the winner of the 1st flight
York 12-7.
In American League action, a two-run shot in the fourth. It with 181, two strokes ahead of
Jean Bershear of the Calloway
Boston beat Cleveland 4-0 was the Braves' eighth victory
club. Third place went to Virginia
before losing 1-3, Baltimore in their last nine games.
Jones of the Oaks, while Essie
blanked Washington 4-0, Chica- Clay Kirby stopped St. Louis
go shaded Oakland 2-1, Mil- in three singles and Fred Caldwell and Murelle Walker,
twin sisters, and Mabel Rogers,
waukee routed Kansas City 8-2, Kendall hit his first major
all of the Oaks, tied for fourth
the
league
homer
to
help
New York edged Detroit 5-3 in
11 innings and California got Padres beat Bob Gibson and Place.
the Cardinals. Gibson, a two- The second flight was won by
past Minnesota 3-1.
Norma Frank, chairman of the ladies' golf activities at the Calloway country club, presents the
time
Cy Young Award winner, the Oaks' Molly Jones with 200,
Jim Hickman drove in four
runs with a homer and a pair dropped his eighth in 13 followed by Betty Hinton of winner's trophies to Saundra Edwards, Oaks Country Club, after Mrs. Edwards had won the annual
Calloway and Irene Chitwood of Ladies' Inter-City Tournament for the second consecutive year. At die right is Mrs. Betty Lowry of
of singles in the opening game decisions.
victory and Billy Williams' two- Pitcher Carl Morton, John the Oaks, tied at 201. Inns Orr of the Calloway club, who finished second to Mrs. Edwards in the championship flight.
run homer in the fifth inning Bateman and Ron Hunt each
paced the second game triumph drove in two runs as the Expos
as the Cubs swept Los Angeles. sent the mets to their seventh
Phil Regan struck out Willie loss in their last eight games.
Crawford with the bases loaded Montreal scored three runs in
in the bottom of the ninth to the second inning and after
preserve the first game victory New York had tied the game
for Milt Pappas while Juan with a three-run third. the
Pizarro, the veteran left-hander Expos broke it open with three
203 North Brewer Street—Phone 642-9201 Paris, Tennessee
just recalled from the minors, runs in the fourth and four in
recorded his first victory of the the sixth. Tommie Agee had
three RBIs for the Mets
season in the second game.

Orioles May Have Four 20-Game
Winning Pitchers On Their Staff

CAMPBELL'S FACTORY OUTLET
AFTER THE 4th GIVEWAY SALE!

hitter and Dave May slammed
a three-run homer as Milwaukee downed Kansas City. Phil
Roof added a three-run triple
for the Brewers.
Billy Cowan collected three
hits and drove in the tiebreaking run as California
downed Minnesota. Eddie Fisher allowed two hits in five
Innings of relief after a long
rain delay to get the victory.

ONE GROUP MEN'S

SPORT COATS
SIZE 35
to 48

Louis 4-1 and Chicago
has been so erratic and
By VITO STELLINO
undependable this year. The topped Los Angeles twice, 6-5
UPI Sports Writer
The Baltimore Orioles have a four starters are 44-13 and the and 4-3.
good shot at becoming the first rest of the staff is 7-18. The Bobby Murcer doubled in two
major league team in 51 years club had a scare Monday night runs in the Ilth with his fourth
to boast four 20-game winners when Cuellar suffered a hit to hand New York the
sprained neck in an auto victory over Detrot. Norm SWEDE DOWNED
on their pitching staff.
BAASTAD, Sweden f UPI)—
Pat Dobson, who was strug- accident but he's going to start Cash, who was informed earlier Stan
Smith of Pasadena, Calif.,
that
he'd
start
the
day
in
the
he
month
and
the
Orioles
hope
tonight
record
a
gling with a 3-4
All-Star game since Powell is the beaten Wimbledon finalist,
ago, recorded his sixth straight displays his regular form.
defeated Tenny Svensson, 6-4, 3victory Wednesday night with a Frank Robinson gave Dobson injured, got two hits but popped 6,
7-5, 6-0, Wednesday in the
bases
10th
with
the
out
in
the
Orioles
needed
with
a
4all
the
help
he
the
shutout
as
four-hit
opening
round of the $44,000
no
protested
to
loaded
after
he
Senaa
as
for-4
night
including
homer
downed the Washington
he played first in place of avail that he'd been hit by a Swedish Open hard court tennis
tors 4-0.
championships.
That gave Dobson a 9-4 injured Boog Powell. He's now pitch. Bill Freehan, who also
game
if
the
All-Star
may
start
STAR
CHAMPS
2,499
hits
in
join
.306
and
has
to
hitting
record and enabled him
Mike Cuellar (12-1), Dave his career. But he doesn't get Ray Fosse's hand doesn't heal, WASHINGTON (UPI —The
third annual $50,000 Washington
McNally (134) and Jim Palmer too excited about statistics— hit two homers for Detroit.
(10-4) as possible 20-game except one. "I wouldn't mind Ray Culp's two-hitter and Star international tennis chamwinners. McNally has done it picking up a record number of Carl Yastrzemski's three-run pionships will be contested here
the last three years, Cuellar the World Series checks," he said. homer paced Boston past July 12-18. The event is part of
last two and Palmer did it last In the other games, New Cleveland in the first game. the $250,000 Pepsi grand prix,
York edged Detroit 5-3 in 11 But Chuck Hinton's three-run which is led by Stan Smith's 92
year for the first time.
"I'm a more relaxed pitcher Innings, Boston beat Cleveland homer in the four-run first points and Evonne Goolagong's
now," Dobson said. "I was 4-0 but lost the second game 4- inning carried Cleveland to the 102 points.
HOOP EXHIBITS
pressing too much at the start 3, Chicago edged Oakland 2-1, second game triumph. .
( UPI 1 —
because I wanted to do well Milwaukee routed Kansas City Pinch-runner Lee Richard PHILADELPHIA
76ers will play
with the Orioles. And it didn't 8-2 and California nipped scored all the. way from second The Philadelphia
on pinch-hitter Rich McKin all 11 exhibition games this fall
help that I ran int() some tough Mbuiesotp 3-1.
Basketball
luck. But Earl told me not to In the National League, ney's gong seerifice fly in the against National
The
worry and I had confidence Montreal blasted New York 12- seventh inning to give Chicago{ Association opponents.
five
in
Atlanta
its
victory
over
76ers
meet
Oakland,
out."
even
would
things
7, Atlanta edged Philadelphia 4Cincinnati and
The Orioles need strong 2, Pittsburgh routed Cincinnati Chicago has won seven of iti games, face
New York twice each and play
efforts from all four of their 9-3, Houston
San last 10
blasted
Rill Parsons pitched an eight- Boston and Baltimore once
starters because their bullpen Francisco 18-4, San Diego beat
each.

$700

ALL REMAINING SPRING & SUMMER

SPORT COATS
A Good Selection
Of Colors & Sizes

44
"

JUST RECEIVED-NEW SHIPMENT FAMOUS NAME

LADIES SPORTSWEAR & TOPS
ALL SIZES AND
BEAUTIFUL COLORS

$250
.
$600

ONE GROUP

MEN'S SUITS
Navy-Grey-Black—Most Smaller
Sizes 35 to 40—Some 42-44-46

$ 1400

MEN'S BOXED

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT
IL TIE SET
Small-Large-Extra Large—All colors.
Regular
$4.00

BANK AMERICARD

MASTER CHARGE

1
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August Wedding Planned
Thursday, July 8

Miss Annette Houston Exchanges Wedding
Vows With Artie Haneline In Beautiful
Ceremony At Locust Grove Church

The Dexter Homemakers Clut
/Ail meet at the Community
..'enter
at 9:30 a.m. and ther
xene to the City Park for tin
tnnual picnic and regulai
meeting.
Grove 126 of the WOW wil
meet at the Woman's Club House
it 6:30 p.m. Entertainment wil
ie provided and a door prize wil
3e given. Hostesses art
Mesdames Robbie Paschall
Katie Overcast, and Calistc
Manton.
The regional WMU Day will be
held at the Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly at 9:30 a.m. All
women are invited. Bring a sack
lunch or buy your lunch at the
Assembly.
Mrs. Helen Hodges, will
present a program at the Jesse
Stuart-Lee Pennington review to
be held at the Calloway County
Public Library at 2:30 p.m. The
public is invited.

Miss Deborah Ann Edmonds
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Edmonds, 502 Meadow Lane, Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their oldest
daughter, Deborah Ann,to Steven R.Tucker,son of Mr. and Mrs.
J. R. Tucker of Madisonville.
The maternal grandparents of the bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs.
John Lowry Parker of 603 Murray, and the paternal grandparents
are Mr.and Mrs. Buel Edmonds of 504 Elm Street, Murray.
Miss Edmonds, a 1969 graduate of Murray High School, has
completed two years at Murray State University where she is
majoring in biology. She is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi social
sorority.
Mr. Tucker , a 1968 graduate of Madisonville High School, has
completed three years at Murray State University majoring in
biology and chemistry. He will be entering the University of
Kentucky College of Dentistry in September.
The wedding is being planned for Friday, August 20, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at the First United Methodist Church.
All friends and relatives are invited.

Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
the World will hold its regular
meeting at the WOW Hall at 7:30
p.m.
Friday, July 9
The
Harris
Grove
Homemakers Club will have a
family picnic at the Murray City
Park at seven p.m.

WIleon Woolley Photo)

Mrs. Artie Haneline
Saturday, July le
Breakfast will be served at the
Oaks Country Club from 7:30 to The sanctuary of the Locust a gift of the groom. She carried a
nine a.m. All members are urged Grove Baptist Church was the bouquet of white roses and ivy.
setting for the wedding of Miss
Miss Christy Scott, a close
to attend.
Annette Houston and Artie friend of the bride, was the maid
Haneline on Thursday, June 10. of honor. She was dressed in a
Sunday, July 11
The annual homecoming will Officiating at the double ring formal length gown of lavender
be held at Jeffrey Cemetery with ceremony read at seven o'clock candy cane chiffon over satin.
preaching at 11:30 a.m. by Rev. in the evening was Rev. Jack The gown featured an empire
waistline, trimmed with white
William McKinney. If unable to Jones, pastor of the church.
attend, mail funds for cemetery The bride is the daughter of Mr. lace threaded with lavender
upkeep to T. C. Parrish, Route and Mrs. Harold Houston of ribbon, and long sheer sleeves
Murray and the groom is the son accented with the same lace. She
One, Dexter.
of Mr.and Mrs. Burie Haneline of carried a bouquet of daisies,
Coldwater.
purple statice, and baby's breath
Preceding the ceremony, Mrs. centered with a white rose
Franklin Carroll, friend of the signifying her position. She also
bride, presented a lovely piano wore a halo of the same flowers.
medley of the bridal couple's Miss Debbie Eldridge, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. William Hobbs of favorite songs including the Dee Pugh, and Miss Nancy Hart
Murray Route Five are the themes from ''Love Story", were the bridesmaids. They were
The annual Pritchett family Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Riley of parents
of a baby .boy„A"Homes. and Juliet". and,'Ll)r,tired identical to thi,e maid of
was held Sunday, July 4, 1104 litTOOkIl Street, Itayfieki, Christopher Lee, weighing elghtinivago",
and "On, Weddinglononor and carried identical
engagement
of
the
the Leonard Pritchett farm at
pounds six ounces, born on 'Prayer". The traditional wed- kauquets aria headpieces.
Ann,
daughter,
Ruth
oldest
Dexter.
Thursday, July 1, at 7:50 a.m, at ding music was used for the Little Miss Stephanie Dunn of
A fish fry was held following to Jerry Lynn Majors,son of Mr. the Murray-Calloway County processional and recessional.
Atlanta, Ga., was the flower girl.
Majors,
James
Mrs.
and
Harvey
services
with
church
Hospital.
In the center of the altar was a She wore a dress and headpiece STUDENT OFTHE
MONTH
thanks Hopewell Road, Mayfield.
giving
0-Pr1tchett
Their other children are Susan, large white candle adorned with similar to the bridesmaids. She — The Cleric-Stenographer
Class
dreceding the meal. A fellowship Miss Riley is a 1970 honor David, and
Gary Lewis. The greenery and a satin bow. On carried a basket of similar spring of the Mayfield Training Center,
&eriod was enjoyed following the graduate of Mayfield High School father has his bookkeeping and each immediate
side
stood
two
502
South
12th St., Mayfield,
flowers.
and is now a sophomore at
riner.
tax service in Murray.
identical smaller lighted candles.
Ky., is pleased to announce that
On Monday afternoon, the Murray State University where Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. After the exchanging of the vows, Attending Mr Hai-wane as best Betty Parrish, Murray, Ky., has
man was his brother, Gary
i„larne group gathered at the home she is majoring in elementary Damon Hobbs
been elected "Student of the
of Paducah and the bride and groom each took a Haneline.
!
Yof Mr. and Mrs. James Pritchett education.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Houston of candle and together lighted the The groomsmen were Mike Month." This selection is based
Paducah
attended
Majors
Mr.
t.for an ice cream supper.
Richmond, Ind.
larger candle signifying their Ernstberger, Duane Adams, and on scholastic ability, secretarial
skills, attendance, attitude, and
Tv Those present for the two Community College and Murray
joining.
•
Rodney Tidwell. The ushers were conjeniality with fellow
Afamily occasions were Mr. and State University and now is
Kevin
Dale
is
the
Behind
these
name
candles
chosen
was
a
Ronnie Hargrove and Terry students. Betty also serves on
1-Mrs. Harvey Pritchett and employed at General Tire and by
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy beautiful
arrangement of Hart. They were all close friends the bulletin board committee.
granddaughter, Mr. and Mrs. Rubber Company in Mayfield.
Wheatley of Murray Route Four lavender snapdragons, assorted of the groom.
In addition to her school work,
• James Pritchett and family, Mr. The wedding will be on Friday,
for their baby boy, weighing nine daisies, miniature carnations, Master Phillip Houston, Betty is the mother of three
:and Mrs. John Dillon and family, August 6, at seven o'clock in the
pounds, born on Friday, July 2, purple statice, and baby's breath. brother ot the bride, and Master children: Terry, 13; Michael,
" Mrs. Dora Houser and children, evening at the Christ Methodist
at 5:10 p.m. at the Murray- Two tall white columns held Dean Haneline, nephew of the 10; and Tronda, 4.
and
friends
Mayfield.
All
Church,
Mr. and Mrs. Hayes Pritchett
similar arrangements. Also, on groom, were ringbearers for the
Calloway County Hospital.
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs relatives are invited to attend the
The father is employed at the either side of the altar, was a couple.
First flag pattern
Clarence Pritchett, Mr. and Mrs wedding and reception. Only out
Murray Division of the Tappan brass
spiral
candelabra. As the guests entered the
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
Roger Brandon, Mr. and Mrs of town invitations are being sent
Company.
Arrangements of these flowers church, Miss Karen Scott, sitting newest pattern for home
Hughes Pritchett and son, Mrs
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. were used to mark the pews.
at a table covered with a seamstresses gives directions
Gladys Garland, Mr. and Mrs
Paul Wheatley of Erin, Tenn.,
Bride's Dress
lavender cloth overlaid with a for making a three by five foot
Dallas Elkins, Wavel Pritchett
and Mr. and Mrs. Clannon The bride entered the church handmade cloth, a bridal gift, American flag. It is the first
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Ford ant
Gamble of Benton Route Three. escorted by her father who gave asked them to sign the guest Bag pattern ever offered by a
son, Mr. and Mrs. Leonan
pattern company, says McCall
her in marriage was stunningly register.
Patrick Alan Hicks of Murray
Pritchett and boys.
attired in a formal length gown of Mrs. Houston chose to wear for Pattern Co.
Route Four was dismissed July 3
candle light silk -torganza over her daughter's wedding a pink
from the Community Hospital,
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Linn, 413 peau de sole. The elegantly style
Mayfield.
silk worsted and lace coat and
North 5th Street, Murray, an- gown, designed by the bride,
dress ensemble. Her accessories Floor care
nounce the birth of a baby girl, featured a high neckline, long
NEW YORK (UPI) - Floor
were white leather and she wore
Mr. and Mrs. Shawn Bucy of
Casandra
Dawn,
weighing
eight
sheer sleeves, and a chapel a double gardenia corsage.
care specialists say that after
Fairborn,Ohio,are the parents of Robert Perry Hornsby of pounds three ounces,
born on length train fastened at the
The groom's mother wore a every seven or eight coats a
baby girl, Anna Maly, weighing Murray has been dismissed from Monday,
July 5, at 2:02 a.m. at empire line in the back. Around
baby blue double knit dress floor should be stripped of old
six pounds eleven ounces, born on the Western Baptist Hospital, the Murray-Calloway
County
the
neckline and on the bodice, trimmed in white. She used white wax, if you use the self.
Friday, July 2, at seven p.m. at Paducah.
Hospital.
sleeves, train, and skirt of the patent accessories and also wore polishing type. Stripping is
Kettering Memorial Hospital,
The new father is employed at dress were beautifully arranged
required on a less frequent
a double gardenia corsage.
mosatow....woxf;
Kettering, Ohio.
Paschall Truck Lines, Murray. appliques of Alencon lace in the
schedule if you use buffing
Elbert
Houston,
the
Mrs.
The father is an electronics
NOTICE
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. same candlelight shade and
bride's paternal grandmother, wax.
engineer employed by the United
readers
Our
are
Boyd Linn of Alino Route One and embroidered with seed pearls
was attired in a pastel colored
States Air Force at Wright. /4 reminded that the Ledger
Mr. and Mrs. Buel Duncan of throughout.
double knit dress with beige
Patterson Air Force Base rv4t & Times will not publish
Dexter Route One.
accessories. Her corsage was a
Fairborn, Ohio.
weddings or bridal showers
Great grandparents are Mrs. Her chapel length veil of bridal
single gardenia.
Grandparents are Major and
illusion
flowed
that occurred thirty days
gracefully
from
a
Kitty Lawrence of Dexter Route
The groom's maternal grandMrs. Solon Bucy, 408 South hit
previous to the date of
One,Mrs. Glass of Mayfield, and headpiece of roses and pearls
mother, Mrs. Lottie Cooper
Street, Murray, and Mr. and
publication.
Mrs. Greely Burnett of Hazel
Mr. and Mrs. George Linn of which matched the lace pattern
Mrs. Miliam Booth of Louisville t.w.::::::%?..matmensessiwiwow
In the gown. Her only jewelry was Ridge, wore a two piece navy has been a patient at the Western
Murray Route Three.
a delicate rose shaped necklace, and white print dress with white Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

Pritchett Family
Has Fish Fry And
Ice Cream Supper

Ruth Ann Riley &
Jerry Lynn Majors

FBIRTHS,41

To Marry August 6

rBIRTH;g4

PoAtoeuzgst.\\
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Teacher turns trash
into educational tool

By PATRICIA MC CORMACK
NEW YORK fUPI) —
Thanks to an imaginative use
of trash, third and fourth
graders in Anthony Loacero's
school have access to all sorts
of scientific models.
LoCicero, who teaches in
Tampa, Fla., wouldn't say
:give up"a couple of years ago
when the school budget didn't
have money for the extras he
needed for the science enrichment programs% he was runnitag•
.The rgodel of a hydroelectric generating station he
wanted cost $85. He took
tomato cans, wire left over by
the telephone repair man, and
assorted bits and pieces of
what he calls "good trash" and
made such a model for $S.

In an interview, LoCicero,
of Orange Grove Elementary
School, told of how the children in his classes come from
poor neighborhoods and how
he was eager to help them karn
better.

"The better way meant we
had to have models of the
things the kids were interested
in," he said. "The dullest child
becomes smarter. Children
hairs fires lighted under. them
in the lentnint arena when they
can see ,and , manipulate a
model of whatever it is we're
teaching."
LoCicero had with him a
book of nearly 100 examples
of space age models he
designed and made for the
class, using discarded plastic
containers, tooth paste tube
tops, motorcycle inner tubes,
bicycle rims, curtain rods, parts
from old radios, spools.
There were models of most
of the rockets in the U.S. space
program. They were not exact
The Rho Chapter of Alpha scale models but with third and
Delta Kappa was hostess for a fourth graders able to supply
luncheon for other chapters in the with imagination what the
Western Kentucky area on models lacked, they serve well
Saturday, June 26, at noon at 'for teaching purposes.
LoCicero, father of Tony, 5,
Lake Barkley Lodge.
Special guests for the luncheon and Lisa, 7, said he Would like
were the state officers including other school teachers to know
Mrs.Louise Switzer of Frankfort, of his good use of trash to help
president;
Mrs.
Helena the educational process —
especially since it s available
Fulkerson
of
Owensboro,
picking
president-elect; Mrs. June Smith for the asking, or the
up.
of Murray, recording secretary;
"Many really good things
Mrs. Ruth Copeland of Paducah,
are thrown away,"he said.
chaplain; Mrs. George Ann Lowe
The motorcycle inner tube
of Bowling Green, sergeant at and bicycle rim were picked up
arms.
from junk hearts. They became
Mrs. Betty Riley, president of
the local chapter, presided at the
meeting. Each person was the key components in a model
presented with a corsage and of an orbiting space station — a
given a decorative tag. A door crude model of the one seen in
the motion picture "2001: A
prize was given.
Chapters represented were Space Odyssey."
Eliminates boredom
Kappa of Owensboro, Lambda of
"Usually the _students at my
Paducah, Nu of Bowling Green,
Omicron of Martin,Tenn., and Xi school are bored," LoCicero
said. "But you should see the
of Frankfort.
Attending from the Rho change in them when we put
these homemade things into
chapter were Peggy Dixon, Doll
the program."
Reddick, Virgil Grogan, Clinton
While
in
New
York,
Rowlett, Sue Adams, Agness
LoCicero was looking around
McDaniel, Virginia Harmeyer, for
someone to publish his
Polly Campbell, June Smith, diagrams
of the nearly 100
Betty Riley, and Ruby Simpson, things that are made
from trash
honorary member.
but are educational.

Alpha Delta Kappa
Rho Chapter Has
Luncheon, Barkley
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Colson-Woods Engagement

accessories and a single gardenia
corsage
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony, the bride's parents
entertained with a reception in
the fellowship hall of the church.
The bride's table was covered
with a purple cloth overlaid by an
antique handmade lace cloth. In
the center was a five branched
Tiffany candelabra entwined
with an arrangement of assorted
daisies, purple statice, snapdragons, and baby's breath.
The guests were served pieces
of a lovely pink and white four
tiered wedding cake, nuts,
lavender mints, and strawberry
punch. Mrs. Leroy Eldridge and
Mrs. Roy Norsworth were in
charge of the reception.
Misses Gail Lyons, Jill Shroat,
Debbie Cathey, and Lana Woods,
friends of the bride, served at the
reception table.
After the reception, the young
couple left for a wedding trip with
the bride wearing a pink knit
dress with navy accessories and
her mother's corsage.
Mrs. Haneline is a 1971
graduate of Murray High School
and plans to attend Murray State
University in the fall. Mr.
Haneline is a 1969 graduate of
Calloway County High School and
attended
Murray
State
University for two years.
Mr. and Mrs. Haneline are now
residing at their home near
Miss Maxine Colson
Coldwater.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr.and Mrs. Eury Colson of Murray announce the engagement
The groom's parents, Mr. and if their daughter, Maxine, to Paul Woods, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Burie Haneline, were hosts Richard 0. Woods, also of Murray.
for a lovely rehearsal dinner nem The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Leo McKinney.
at the private dining room of the
is a 1971 graduate of Calloway County High School.
Southside
Restaurant
on Mr. Woods is a 1969 graduate of Calloway County High School
Tuesday, June 8.
Ind is now serving in the United States Army.
The bridal couple presented Wedding plans are incomplete.
their attendants with gifts.
Places were laid for twentyfour guests.
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The Happy Yellow Store
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She
and

DEAR Al
a kindness? It
Yesterday
kindness I shc
to her at the I
hurt and didn
did out of the
front of her.
She lookec
eyes I wante

DEAR HI
shows contem
check or des
reciprocate a I
for a gift or tl
Your hien
%anted no ret
other.

DEAR AB
Last two yeart
only 73 and I s
Arnold is 1
so there is no
something the
that is hopeles
quiet me down

DEAR YO
than to rekindl

DEAR AB
daughter in I,
children who
are not accusti
but I have on
roaming thru
idea that a c
experiences. r
apart, climb o
the telephone.
Please tell
the young mod
our own home

DEAR GR
anti-playpen,.
on the emahree
it's into the pi,

DEAR AB]
wedding, and
party should,
for the rental
DEAR WO
What's yo

your cheat.
SM. For a I

envelope.

For Abby'
Know." sead S

Records filed on
the office of the Ca
Court Clerk Mary
dude the followim
the staff of the Le(
They are:
Boundary Agree
Peter N. Self, By
Herbert Chitwood.
Boundary Agree
Guy Counts, Anal
Herbert Chitwood.
Boundary Agree
Mrs. Laurue Walki
Chitwood.
Bill Evans and Ft
to Kenneth Thurm
Ann Thurmond,
south of Ky. High
Corbett Lee Fteat
T. Outland and OL
lots in W. H. Bros
Murray.
Corbett Lee Re
Roberts, lot in
Addition in Murra
Corbett Lee Rei
H. Beane and Jo?
in W. H. Broad
Murray.
Affidavit of Des
A. Brandon, leavii
law, Nomye Fa
Brandon, Early B
Brandon, Sadie
Henry E. Brandot
Brandon, and Ma)
Gene Steely to 1
tract of land in M
Lula M. Kyle to
Wade and Kathy 10d
in Roberts Su
Murray
William B. Mill
Sue Miller to Bill
and Wilma Lee !V
land West right ol
Church Road.
iiIióway Resc
Linda J. Sawicki,
Center Ridge Sub(
Bobby R. Johnso
Johnson to Alfred
Plainview Acres S
Hubert Pitnian
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She tears up a check
and loses a friend

SPECIAL PURCHASES
IN CONTEMPORARY TONES OF

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Why do people give money to reciprocate
a kindness? It spoils everything.
Yesterday a friend gave me a check for $10 for a small
kindness I showed her. [I picked up her mail and brought it
to her at the hospital for three weeks.) Abby, I was terribly
hurt and didn't want to accept money for something which I
did out of the kindness of my heart, so I tore up the check in
front of her.
She looked as the I had struck her and tears came to her
HURTING
eyes. I wanted to die. Was I wrong?

• PINK • BLUE • GOLD • FLORAL PRINTS
50`f,

DEAR HURTING: Yes. To destroy something publicly
shows contempt for it. You should have either returned the
check or destroyed it privately. People give money to
reciprocate a kindness because either they are unable to shop
for a gift or they don't know what to buy.
Your friend wanted to reward you for your kindness. You
wanted no reward. Unfortunately, you misunderstood each
other.
DEAR ABBY: I need help My husband is 91. and for the
Last two years Arnold has had no desire for sex, and I am
only 73 and I still need a man.
Arnold is a jealous person and he follows me everywhere
no there is no chance of even meeting anyone else. Is there
something the doctor can give him to pep him up a little? If
that is hopeless, maybe the doctor can give me something to
quiet me down. It is no good this way. YOUNG AT HEART
DEAR YOUNG: It might be easier to quiet your desire
than to rekindle Arnold's. Ask your doctor.

101\ POLY/.S['FR 509;( El o's,

72-x 104 Twin Flat or Fitted

81 x 104 Full Flat or Fitted

42 x 36 PILLOWCASES

N

ALL FIRSI

DRAPES

2 Foils
2FoR$6
20
2

with Pleated
Tops- Ready to hang
Exciting decorator colors,
Foam back insulates- keeps
sun heat out in summer
keepss armth in during winter
Machine washable
White, avocado, gold, others
slightly irregular

PAIR

$5

Popular Pepperell Bleached No Iron

SHEETS
PILLOW CASES

PEPPERELL

and

FABRICS

TWIN SIZE
FLAT AND
FITTED

FULL SIZE
FLAT AND
FITTED

LAND TRANSFERS
to Willie Hutchens and
Records filed on micro-film in eitnian
, portion of lot in
Hutchens
Betty
County
the office of the Calloway
Blood River
Riley
and
Hurley
inCourt Clerk Marvin Harris
Subdivision.
clude the following compiled by
Freed Curd to Dwain Jones, lot
the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Green Valley Lake Property.
In
They are:
B. Lounsbury and
Boundary Agreement between Charles
M. Lounsbury to Harry H.
Diana
and
Self,
Bythia
Self,
Peter N.
Lepinske, and Catherine A.
Herbert Chitwood.
lot in Lake Shores
Boundary Agreement between Lepinsky,
Subdivision.
and
Counts,
Annie
Counts,
Guy
Kenton Miller and Mary Miller
Herbert Chitwood.
Lakeland Inc., two tracts of
to
Boundary Agreement between
land in Calloway County.
Mrs. Laurue Walker and Herbert
Roberts to Clarence
Hoyt
Cnitwood.
Beulah Wilkinson,
and
Wilkinson
Evans
Bill Evans and Ramona
Addition in
Broach
H.
W.
in
lot
to Kenneth Thurmond and Carol
Murray.
land
of
tract
,
Thurmond
Ann
south of Ky. Highway 121.
Corbett Lee Reagan to Milburn
T. Outland and Ola Outland, two
lots in W. H. Broach Addition in
Murray.
Corbett Lee Reagan to Hoyt
LONDON — There were 7,145
Roberts, lot in W. H. Broach legal abortions in England and
Addition in Murray.
Wales in the four weeks ended
Corbett Lee Reagan to James APril 28.
This is equal to an annual
H. Beane and Jo Nell Beane, lot
in W. H. Broach Addition in rate of 92,885, compared with
totals of 54,819 in 1969 and 83,851
Murray.
Affidavit of Descent of Leolin Last year.
A. Brandon, leaving as heirs at
law, Nomye Farmer, Jewel
Brandon, Early Brandon, Nollie
Brandon, Sadie N. Brandon,
Henry E. Brandon, Jr., Ted C
Brandon, and Max H. Bmadon
Gene Steely to Ruby Lenning.
STOCKHOLM — Chewing
gum, containing nicotine, has
tract of land in Murray.
Lula M. Kyle to Larry Gene been tested by a volunteer
Wade and Kathy M. Wade, 3 lots group of heavy smokers in
in Roberts Subdivision in Sweden who want to give up the
habit.
Murray.
A 50 per cent success rate
William B. Miller and Mary
three months nonMiller
after
Reid
Billy
to
Sue Miller
has already been resmoking
of
tract
Miller,
and Wilma Lee
ported.
land West right of way of Flint
Church Road.
Calloway Resorts, Inc., to
Screw a rotating necktie
Linda J. Sawicki, several lots in rack on the underside of a
n.
Subdivisio
Ridge
Center
kitchen wall cabinet. Uang on
Bobby R. Johnson and Sara D. it measuring curia, measuring
in
lot
Duncan,
Johnson to Alfred
spoons and other small kitchen
Plainview Acres Subdivision.
gadget..
Hubert Pitman and Blanche

TOWEL ENSEMBLE

50' DEPOSIT WILL HOLD YOUR SELECTION

DAISY PRINTS OF SHEARED VELOUR IN DECORATOR COLORS
OF PINK. GREEN, YELLOW, AND AQUA.

HUGE SELECTION OF

BATH TOWEL

FREE

BEACON and CHATHAM

1 27

2.50 if Perfect

Six-Pc. Steak
Knife Sets

QUALITY BLANKETS

For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Ater* Want to
Know.- seed SI to Abby. Box 11700. Los Angeles. Cal. eeos's

Easy to wash
Little or no ironing
Shrinkage less than 1%
Always sheer, beautiful and soft
Large 5" Ruffle
82" Wide per pair
Lengths of 63" and 81"

MA IVIONG
PILLOW
CASES

DEAR GRANDMOTHER: Since your daughter in law Is
anti-playpen, make it plain that she IOU have to keep her eye
on the eldidren while she visits you. And if she doesn't do it.
It's into the playpen for the roamers. tike it or not!

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box MN. Los Angeles, Cal.
Met For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope

RUFFLED CURTAINS

131
I PAIR

2Fons4

DEAR WONDERING: The men who wear them.

100'4 DUPONT DACRON POLYESTER
MARQUISETTE TAILORED

NO. I SECONDS

DEAR ABBY: Please spell out the responsibilities of a
daughter in law when she comes to visit with her two
children who are both under 3 years old. The children
are not accustomed to being in a playpen in their own home,
but I have one here for them because I don't want thein
roaming thru the house. Young mothers have been fed the
idea that a playpen thwarts a child's ego and learning
experiences. The youngsters are left to roam, tear magazines
apart, climb on the tables, drag out the flatiron and topple
the telephone.
Please tell us grandmothers how to avoid antagonizing
the young mothers and yet preserve a semblance of order in
WORKING GRANDMOTHER
our own homes.

DEAR ABBY: When a guy is asked to be best man at a
wedding, and it is decided that all the men in the wedding
party should wear identical rented dinner jackets, who pays
WONDERING
for the rental on the jackets?

10.99 VALUE

8.99 VALUE

72 x 90
COLORFUL
Hand Screened
Pattern
Needleworen

Beautifully ciesignnd sots with
sorrotod stoinlisss blades.
Bpno-lilio handles.

FREE with BLANKET
or QUILT Purchase
Totaling
16 or MORE
SEI R T 1 ROM VARIOUS DECORATOR N111111111111111111111111111111h
PATTERNS AND COLORS

*MOO PATCH *ZODIAC PRINTS
•EMBROIDETTES .HI-ROSE .ROSE TEMPO
AND OTHER FLORALS

599

HAND TOWEL

674

59c if Perfect

FULLY QUILTED

BEDSPREAD
WASHABLE, NO IRON. FULL OR TWIN SIZE

COLORFUL SOLID AND
FLORAL PRINTS
ALL COTTON BACK WITH
RAYON FILL
REG. 10.99 to 12.99

50', POLYESTER.sea RAYON
to
True beauties . . In colorful floral screen prints
hormonize with present bedroom decor
EVE RWARM 72" x 84"

SCOTCH -PLAID
72 X 90 Famous MACNEAL

ELECTRIC

BLANKETS

BLANKET

‘tuomatis
washable
I' I. Approved
‘nergy Free

PERMANAP,CHOICE OF COLORS.
NI 110 F WOVEN worry

X( I

Thermal 11 Solid

BLANKET

BLANKETS

50% POLYES I EN

499

IN 2nd SELECTION

50% RAYON
FOR GREATER WARMTH
AND DURABILITY

QUALITY
FULL SIZE—
SUPER BARGAINS

72 X 90 Famous CANNON

TS OVEN 499
BLANKELOCKW

Nicotine gum
helps smokers

POLY ROYAL

60,4 rol I STEIL
Cannon's New Lockwoven process includes all
of Om desired features of the ultimate in blankets
40 it On's.
warmth—longer wear—increased loft
--greater
ON
\
BINDING
inq)
NOBLECRAFT REGENCY

WARMTH
WITHOUT

DOt RI
BED SIP

FIGHT

CONTROL
*43'4 POLYESTER. 35" R kYON.
21rs t _ >•

BUNKETS

99

FULL SIZE

A REAL VALUE
Ai ACHIM- WASH Alt!

LERMANS

Soft. %owl AcrrItcPas for Fairs Warmth and Serrive
- 1tnr4 NYLON BINDING
;ow ‘r•Iti1.1C

'GUARANTEED

'ONE HEAT
seITINGS

SPECIAL GROUP OF

Imperial

100% NYLON BINDING

Legal abortions
on rise in England

1299

EACH

RUFFLED EDGE REVERSIBLE
DM Kit BF D SIZE
1)
It rOd
in 'NW\

QUILTS

499

master charge

LAY
A
WAY

BAN'AMERICARD

A
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Barefoot
NEW Yn
a K(UP1
r
-Cases of
ringworm, skin infections and
warts can result from exposure
of children's feet to excessive
heat and moisture when they
go barefoot in the summer. Dr.
Sey more C. Frank of the
Podiatry Society of the State
of New York rentinds parents
that at the first sign of a foot
problem, children should be
taken to a foot specialist. This
precaution prevents minor infections from becoming major

SPACE AGE REPORT

New U.S.-Soviet race
focuses on red planet
changes of the Martian "seas."
In summer they darken, in
winter they grow light, some
becoming scarcely discernible
at all, Dr. Moroz writes.
In spring when the thawing of
the Martian polar cap begins,
he continues, a kind of dark
wave spreads over the planet's
equator.
At first sight," the scientist
observes, "this is easily and
naturally explained, if one
assumes that dark areas

By FRANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
Now that the Russians have
two spacecraft hurtling toward
Mars and the United States is
playing catch-up with its
Mariner 9, the argument over
the moon's age is becoming old
hat.
Whether there is life of any
kind on the red planet Mars has
taken over center stage as the
chief subject for American and
Soviet astronomical debating
societies.
U. S. space scientists have
been arguing about the
presence or absence of Martian
Life since the niid-1960s when
Mariner spaceships went
whining by the planet at
distances of more than 2,000
miles.
There
may
be
more
definitive answers after next
November when the Russians'
Mars 1 and 2 crafts and the
U. S. Mariner 9 hopefully have
readied the planet's neighborhood.
For now, it is a lively
argument because nobody has
any first-hand information.
Recently some Jet Propulsion
Laboratory space experts at
Pasadena, Calif., offered new
dues to possible life on Mars.
But there have been just as
many arguments against the
possibility.
The Russian debate perhaps
is more refreshing because it is
one of the few things that
Soviets are allowed to argue
about publicly without getting
into trouble. One American
scientist, asked about the
Soviet scientific debate over
Mars since,' they sent their
spacecraft toward it, observed:
"People that take such an
interest in Mars, or in most
phases of space, for that
matter, can't be all bad."
Russian scientists, as a
matter of fact, make quite a
case for and against life on
Prof. Vastly Moroi, a leading
viet expert on Martian
the
udies, writes in
riewspaper Izvestia that Mars
the only planet of the solar
ern ''on which one can hope
find life similar to that on
He

then examines the
ses about the seasonal

signify that part of the planet is
occupied by vegetation, which
wakes up in spring and fades
away in autumn" - an earthlike evolution.
"Dust storms are sometimes
observed on Mars when the
greater part of the planet is
veiled in a yellow film," said
Moroz. "During a storm the
dark 'seas' are hardly
discernible through this film. It
would seem that when a storm
subsides and the dust settles
evenly upon the dark and light
areas, the difference in their
brightness must be lesser.
But, in fact, the contrast is
rapidly restored. This is easy to
understand if one assumes that
there is vegetation in the dark
areas, and much more difficult
if one takes them for lifeless
mountain plateaus."
Mars' hostile climate -30 to
40 degrees below zero centigrade - does not by itself
prevent the development of
life, in Moroz' view.
It might exist, he contends, in
regions where volcanic activity
warmed the atmosphere near
the surface to support life
forms.
'What, if any', are these
hypothetical Martian living
organisms?" Moroz asks.
"Cautious people dare speak
of microorganisms, of plants at
best, but we should realize the
possibility of encountering
something quite unexpected."
'C.

To clean a diamond quickly,
use the cleaning preparations
sold by jewelers.
SALT TALK
Deicing salt used to melt ice
and snow on highways and city
streets is sodium chloride, a
coarser grained and less pure
version of the same salt used to
season food.

CAMEOS: Janet

Ward

Hospital Report
July b, isdi
ADULTS 95
1URSERY 6

•*•

Always read the directions
on the insectide container
before using same. Do not
depend on your memory the
second or next time you use.
Reread the directions.

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Robinson (Mrs.
Verla Dee Robinson), Rt. 2,
Hazel, Baby Girl Linn (Mrs.
Mary Linn), 413 N. 5th, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Roberts Lou Elliot and
Baby Girl, Littleville, Louise
Westerman, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Mary Kathleen Bean, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mr. Brent Rollins
Winchester, Box 173, Hazel, Mrs.
Maude May Seaford, 407 N. 4th,
Murray.

FREE
14 SPACEMEN HAVE DIED since manned space flights
began, but only four of them, all Russian, died on missions. The Soviets were (top, from left) Viktor Patsayev; Vladisfav Volkov; George Dobrovolsky; Yuri Gagarin, and Vladimir Komarov. The Americans were
(from left) Theodore C. Freeman, jet trainer crash; Elliot M. See and Charles A. Bassett, plane crash; Virgil

EYE ON CUBA

New book claims 'Che'
did not die in Bolivia
By THEODORE A.EDIGER
Copley News Service

sonality of Maj. Ernesto cUiec
Guevara."
In Miami, the movie hasn't
been shown because Cuban
exiles feel it glorifies the. To
screen it might trigger incidents in the refugee capital.
On another front, Cuban
Premier Fidel Castro has
rescinded an offer he made
three years ago to release 100 of
his political prisoners in exchange for the's remains. The
offer had been suggested by the
"Committee of 100," a Cuban
exile group.

MIAMI - Mystery and
controversy shroud Che
Guevara Hi death as they did in
life.
Three and one-half years
after
the
international
revolutionary fell in Bolivia's
jungles, a "Che cult" remains
alive among his leftist admirers. While in some other
circles, Guevara is branded a
cold-blooded Communist
villain, in Cuba, he is regarded
A Havana broadcast said
as a demigod.
Showing of the Hollywood- Castro made it "to unmask
made motion picture "the," Rene Barrientos, then head of
which stars Omar Sherif in the the Bolivian regime."
The newscast continued:
title role, has been blocked in
both Uruguay and Miami-for "The situation in Bolivia today
is completely different. The
opposite reasons.
In
Montevideo,
the people are going through a
Uruguayan capital, the leftist'serevolusienary process.
"No proposal of this type
terrorists called "Tupamaros"
raided a theater showing the could be carried out in Cubs
film.
The
Tupamaros today. Cuba flatly rejects it."
President Barrientos died in
destroyed the only copy of the
film in that South American a helicopter crash in 1969. He
country. The Cuban news may have carried to his grave
agency, Prensa Latina, in the secret of how and where
reporting the action said the Guevara's body was disposed.
movie "disparages the per- Or some others may know but
won't tell.
Barrientos' vice president,
Luis Saes Salinas, who held the
presidency briefly in 1969, went
along with the official version
that the had been buried in an
unmarked grave. So did Gen.
Alfredo Ovando, who threw
Sites out and ran the country
until October, 1970, when his
underling, Gen. Juan Jose
Torres, Barrientos' army chief
of staff, sent Ovando packing
and took over the government.
One thing seems sure. the's
ands,
which
Bolivian
authorities cut off and
preserved so that fingerprints
could be compared with those
on file with international police
agencies, are now in Cuba.
Barrientos' interior minister,
Antonio Arguedas, the man
who sent a photographic copy
of the's diary to Castro, later
took the hands and the's death
mask to Cuba when he went
there for an extended visit.
But the speculation won't die.
Now a Peruvian writer,
Gabriel Ruiz Jaime, has come
out with a sensational book,

Ruiz Jaime writes that
newsmen who viewed Ramon's
body reported it appeared to be
that of a man younger than
Guevara, who was 39.
Tne Bolivian death certificate identified the body as
that of Guevara. It described
him: "Age, approximately 40;
curly chestnut hair, long
moustache and beard, also
curly; thick eyebrows. . . teeth
in good condition with nicotine
stains."
Who could describe him
better?
To devein shrimp easily,
boil them for two minutes in
water to which you've added a
dash of salt and vinegar.
Remove shells, make a slit in
backs of shrimp, and place
under cold water. The veins
*will wadi sight out, says
National Family Opinion Inc.,
a consumer market research
firm.
*••

Store insectides with their
labels intact in a place where
children and pets cannot reach
them. Those in pressurized
cans should not be stored near
any source of heat.

Actress Proposes Theater Subsidy

Sy BILL DUNN
WITH REGARD to the theater, actress Janet
Ward is of the opinion that "at times it just
doesn't give enough back." It seems that regardless of the economy, the theater can be
counted on to have a high rate of unemployed.
"As an actor," Janet says, "you get an awful
lot of vacations, unwanted ones." And for many
actors, it's a matter of "grab what you can
when you can."
But in Janet's particular case, the grabbing
has been exceptionally good. She readily admits,
"I've been very fortunate," as she knocks on
.. wood. Now for .example she is regularly appearing. on television and off-Broadway with a film
• in current release. And she does it all without
/ having to leave her hometown of New York.
Unlike most show people who have switched
their allegiance to Hollywood after going out
for a film or television. Janet prefers things
here in New York. She once tried California
,but after New York, as the late great Bugs
11 Baer said, every town is Bridgeport. California
t was too restful, Janet found, and not the least
i bit conducive to hard work.
1
• • •
t
THEN TOO there's the story of a young Californian who fell asleep by his backyard pool
with a martini in hand only to wake up later,
discovering he was now 65. The thought of it
plus the absence of legitimate theater convinced
"El Che Didn't Die in Bolivia."
Janet—California was not for her.
The author claims that the
She was soon moving back to Manhattan
guerrilla chieftain known as
where she had begun her career years before on
"Ramon" who was killed in
the old "subway circuit." In those days it had
been revivals in local theaters throughout the
Bolivia was not Guevara but
five N.Y. boroughs. But shortly after her resomeone who looked like him.
turn from California Janet began appearing in
Ruiz Jaime speculates that
1.. big hits on and off Broadway, which now adds
Guevara may be in a Siberian
; up to an impressive list of theater credits Inprison.
• cluding her latest role in Ken Kesey's thoughtActress Janet Word pursues her theatrical C111,0,
Ruiz Jaime claims the diary
provoker, "One Mew Over The Cuckoo's Nest."
in her hometown of New 'fork where she is new
capttred in Bolivia was written
This particular play is representative of the
appearing off-liroodway and on NBC television,
by the's double.
type Janet wants to be doing. It deals with a
nurse's aggressive and emasculating treatment
v.ith a few observations For one thing, she
The Peruvian asks: "Why
of mental patients and as such is "pertinent to
notes there's an alarming increase in revivals,
would el the have written a
the world," one of Janet's few prerequisites for
adaptations, and just flashy crowd pleasers, all
diary in such detail, even with
choosing material. Beyond that she remains
aimed at mass consumption on both stage and
names of persons involved and
noncommittal, "I love anything."
screen. Broadway, too, is fast becoming Las
places where he had re• • •
Vegas East.
serves?"
It's due to a lack of money, putting theater
• "MY FAVORITE Is always the one I'm doing
A logical question. But farat the moment." And during the day that would "at the beck and call of the economy." As a
ther fellow revolutionaries of
result. Janet explained, producers, fearing losses
be her role in NBC's "Another World." A successful soap opera. Janet finds. "It's a way to on big investments, play it safe doing old but
the in Cuba explain that he had
guaranteed material while avoiding anything
make good money and stay in the theater." The
a penchant for diaries.
only difficulty is getting up mornings to report chancey and new. Writers, actors, and audiences ' And why,
the Peruvian
Wight.,
performance of suffer as a result. The solution, as Janet sees
to NBC studios after a
author asks, did Ramon have
Kesey's exhausting play._
It, is government subsidy.
such a small force - "only 45
• • •
That would MOM to be enough for any actress
men" - if this was to be an
BUT NOT TO END on a pessimistic note,
to hapdle at one urn*. But there is also Janet's
important
he 111th, Idtd Mt" deserves- testit.MILK "Fit
rk a
—rld the Blinder will iurinternational
ll's "The Anderson Tapes," 'tarring Sean Con- vire." TO Janet Ward, theater should be a vi- operation'
nery. Janet plays "a delighted captive of
brant communication between actor and audiRecords list Guevara's force
ence. It. an involved -give and take" that as comprising 18
Cubans,
Being as totally intmersed in the theater as reflects the times. And that being the Can, it .mostly Cuban
armed forces
1,.e is, Janet understandably has come away need never be dull.
,officers; 36 Bolivians, two
Distributid by King Features Syndicate

[

I. Grissom, Edward H. White and Robert B. Chaffee,
cabin fire aboard their Apollo 1 during a ground test;
Edward G. Givens, car crash, and Clifton C. Williams,
plane crash. Patsayev, Volkov and Dobrovolsky died
mysteriously in Soyuz 11. One other Soviet cosmonaut
died of a bleeding ulcer — Pavel Baelyev, who flew
aboard Voskhod 2. Gagarin died in a jet plane crash.

Argentines, and two
unknown nationality.

S)

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
Church bench
Dinner course
Click beetle
Macaw
Showy flower
Regret
Taper
Those borne
Speck
Polishes
Hold on
ProPorlY
23 Pedal dill
24 Egyptian
—Si
27 Be mistaken
28 Gorden tool
29 Fashion
30 Parent
(colloq.)
31 Encountered
32 Lad
33 Preposition
34 Aquatic
mammal
36 Dine
37 Possessed
38 Tidy
39 Emmet
40 Uncouth
persons
41 Leases
4s Explosive noise
44 Rue
46 Upset
49 Beverage
50 Transactions
5:! Lamprey
53 Small rug

1
4
9
12
13
14
15
17
19
20
21

-54 Handle

55 Nohow
DOWN
1 Moccasin
2 Period of time
3 R08111
4 Seasix,ing
5 Peer Gynt's
mother
6 Army officer
(abbr.)

MG =MUG 1208
MOO GOMM MMO
MGM= ROMOMM
000130 OBD
000M ORO URDU
DOOM MMU ROO
DO 0061 WOO 00
OGO UMM B0000
OMMOI MO 000M
Wm 00000
EIMUUDO GOMM
MUM MOOG GOV
UMM MOM OM

7 Eagle's nest
8 Fall in drops
9 Stylish
(colloq )
10 Possessive
pronoun
11 Things, in

law

16 Men's
nickname
18 God
20 Sorrow
21 Citrus fruit
22 Angry
23 Smell child
25 Poem by
Homer
26 Dispatches
Pronoun
28
29 Drunkard
31 Measuring
device
32 Flying
mammal

a

3367 Abstract being
Occur

4
35
34
e Gs
(slang)
42
43

Station

44 Male sheep
45 Guido's high
note
46 Afternoon
party
47 Hawaiian
wreath
48 Cloth measure
51 French article

111111111MMEMiliiligiii11111
11111111iii11110111111::311111111

111111M1111011111111111111
iniii11111111111EiiiiIi11111111111111'''':
11111111M11111111R1111111MIN
ill116111111VVIIIIMINIE
011111110.4111111113,.::011111111
11111111§Q111111111iiiiii1111111
Distr. by United

esturs Syndicate,

TWETNIC,
YOU STUPID
SCHOOL!!

a

GENERAL ADMISSION

EVERY
FRI. & SUN. NITE
6:00 til 10:00 PA.
Includes:
Gunfights
Medicine Show
Table Top Mysteries
Museums
Crafts Area
50 Shops & Buildings

KAINTUCK
TERRITORY
4 mi. SW Ky. Dam
Hwy. 641
Open Daily-Noon10:00
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Frank Lucchesi reflects
on Phillies' trying start
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By BOB OR'TMAN
Copley News Service
PHILADELPHIA — "I'm
happy," maintained the sophomore manager of the Philadelphia Rallies, with a strained
smile. "I wake up every morning, and I thank God I'm in
baseball." That is, if he has
been asleep.
It has been a trying spring.
and Frank Lucchesi confesse
that, contrary to the old dicturr
about leaving the game at tht
park, he's been taking it home.
"I have a 7-year-old son,
Bryan," said Frank. "He's got
a lot of baseball cards, and he
takes them to school one day.
He says, 'I got some cards of
the Rallies, and here's one of
my dad.' Another kid says,
'The Phillies stink, and your
dad stinks.' They got in a fight
in class. My wife told me when
I called.
"I tell about this on my pregame radio show, and I ask the
listeners, do I scold him or am I
proud of him? I got eight cards,
and they were 100 per cent in
telling me to be proud of him
for sticking up for his rights."
Lucchesi has received all
sorts of attention fcorn the fans
during the victory drought.
"One guy brings me a St. Jude
Statue," Frank reported. "St.
Jude's supposed to be for hopeless cases, right? Then some
paisano brings me some oil that
was supposed to be blessed. It's
an Italian tradition, when
someone is sick, you bring holy
oil. One night, nine nuns came
down to the clubhouse. I went
out and talked to them.
"We won that game," he
said, grinning impishly as he
recalled a similar situation last
year when the Phils were
struggling to snap a slump.
"We were playing the
Dodgers," he related, "and
there are a couple of nuns sitting in the box seats. Before the
game, I called an usher down
and signed a baseball and told
him to take it to the nuns.
"He came back, and he was
laughing. I said, 'WhaCs'
i.

THE LEDGER & TIMES — 1t KRAY, KENTUCKY
fan mail is unbelievabk." he said Frank.
"Larry Bowe, he
said."Good baseball faik know knows. A
year ago, he was a
what we're trying to do- They little skeptical.
The biggest
write, you have patio** with thrill I got last
year was stickthe club, and we'll have ing with
Bowa and seeing him
patience with you.
California scientists have
develop. He'll not tear down
"One guy," he added, laugh- any fences, but he will be
one of found a way to cut the mosquito
ing, -wrote, 'Dear Frank, you the best shortstops
in all of population of California rice
may be losing, but I'm glad you baseball."
fields without polluting. The
don't have those old fellows.'
secret: minnows.
Lucchesi smiled again, conThe word he used was a little
California's 400,000 acres of
stronger and more descriptive tentedly. "It's like I was telling rice are potential' breeding
you at the start," he said. "Ern grounds
than 'fellows.'
for mosquitoes. EntoYou can just hope and pray lucky. I'm in baseball, one of 24 mologists have found that
major
league
managers."
they come out of it. Some might
stocking the paddies with 200
It's an exclusive club.
say we don't have the material
mature female minnows per
to cope with these other clubs.
acre reduces mosquito producI'll tell you, in a couple years
tion by 95 per cent.
the Phillies are going to be a
Do not store an inseetide
pretty good contender."
near food, under the sink, or in
Although they are losing a medicine cabinet. If a
games, the young Philadel- container has loot its label, do
not guess at its contents. Get
phians aren't losing faith.
New York's taxi industry rerid of it.
"They know they belong,"
aarted that assaults and rob3eries on drivers have deTeased sharply in 1971. Seven
mbbies were murdered last
year, but none so far this year.
9.1-TV
WLAGTV
"ASIX•TV
Channel I
Channel 4
A spokesman attributed the
Channel R
decrease to off-duty policemen
THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
driving taxis, decoy taxis, bul00 News; Wulf.: SoorteNews; Wthr.; Spirts I Dream of Jeannie
30 Action Playhouse
Family Affair
Tom Jones
let-proof partitions and metal
:00 Action Playhouse
Lancer
tom Jonas
Lancer
• .30 Iroeside
Bewitched
strongboxes for which the
Movie:
• :00 Ironside
goon for Gran/Mold. ,strivers have no
keys.
"Night Chase
fle
:30 Dragnet
Den August
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r

Minnows feast
on mosquitoes

"He's only four per cent of the
dub. You can tear into a player
if you think he's just going
through the motions, but everybody on this team is trying his
best. Maybe too much.
"Basically, it's the same
problem as last year. We're rebuilding. We have three rookies
in the outfield most of the time
and a couple sophomores in the

wrong?' He said, "The nuns
told me to tell you they appreciated the ball, but they're
Dodger fans.' We lost that
game."
Frank has resorted to all
sorts of strategems, from canceling batting practice to canceling curfew ("Tell 'em, anyone in before 12, it's going to
cost you."), in an attempt to
get the Phillies on the winning infield.
It will take a couple
track. But to no avail.
years to jell."
"There isn't much a manHe is willing to wait, and apager can do," he shrugged.
parently the fans are, too. "My

Eye transplant
Russian surgeon restores
sight in delicate operation
MOSCOW (UPI': A Soviet eye surgeon fabricated
a new right eye with material from a left eye and
restored the sight of a man who was totally blinded
by chemical burns three years ago, the Soviet news
agency Tass says.
Moscow Surgeon Mikhail- Krasnov performed the
delicate and complicated operation with the help of
computers and special machines for sewing nearly
invisible stitches in eye tissue, Tass said.
The patient, an unidentified man, was blinded in
both eyes when burned with alkali hydroxide chemicals three years ago. The front chambers of the eyes
were destroyed. Corneal transplants were ruled out
because the corroded tissue would not accept new
corneas.
Krasnov decided to use the undamaged rear
chamber of the left eye for grafting to the rear
chamber of the right eye. Tass said.
The report said the surgery was so delicate that
needles were the size of an eyelash and thread
nearly was invisible.
The cuts must be made so delicately that even
the most skillful surgeons cannot do them, and
automatic devices are used," Tass said.

Taxi crime drops
due to safeguards

TELEVISION SCHEDULE
0

ar

MovN
:00 Vic Darnone
Movie
:30 Vic Damone
.00 News; Wthr SportsNews: Wthr ; Sports
SI. Valley
'30 Tonight
:00 Tonight
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.30 Tonight
Movie:
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:39
Adam an., an"

Dan August
This Is Your LIM
It Takes a
It Takes • RI«
News; WM.; Sports
Dick Cavell
Dick Cover
Dick Coven

10
11
12 :00

FRIDAY MORNING

5 :13
9 '3•1

iniociimas

Country Jeseinit
CBS Morning kW"
Nashville A.M.
:00 Today. Scene TodavNeshville
m
•
Nashville
30 Today
:00 Today; Scene Today Captain KVIllerOO
•
Captain Kanearoo
313 Today
Mike Douglas
:0111 Dinah's Place
7 :30 Concentration
Wks Douglas
Family Affair
Century
of
rt
V :30 Hollywocx1 Squares Love of Life
Where the Heart Is
:00 Jeopardy
1 I :10 lame; wh.st, NevesSearrti for Tninorrow
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:00 saw
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the Kouso-Sauna center.
Kouso means ferment.
Matsu's establishment is
really nothing more than a
glorified bath house. In the
back, however, there is a
huge pit—about 18 feet
(across and six feet deep.
Into this, the doctor puts
the 13 tons of coffee
grinds, which he said cost
$4000 and comes from either Brazil or Colombia.

THE IDEA, according to
Dr. Hiromichi Matsu, the
inventor, is to "ferment" in
the coffee grinds. It is
through that process, he
says, that the vitamins and
hormones enter the body.
To put his idea into offeet, Matsu persuaded financial backers to put up
W4,000 so he could build

FOR THE fir s t few
minutes the heat hurts a
bit and the pungent coffee
odor takes some getting
used to.
Matsu told the writer before he entered the bath
that if he stayed for 20
minutes, he would lose two
pounds. Well, 20 minutes
seeme' a bit long, what

Children

CAN THE LITTER—Wherever there is a service station,
there is a place to dump all the litter that accumulates while
driving. In an effort to help keep Kentucky highways clean,
Kentucky oil companies recently announced a program of encouraging people to put litter in barrels at service stations. W. B.
Young, chairman of the Kentucky Petroleum Council, said that
while all station trash barrels may not carry a litter label they
are,oeyertheless,there for the use of the motoring public.
'

1
11 ':111`;',IT,
1

I Meer of Jeannie
Brady Bunch
Nanny 0. Professor
Partridge Family
That Girl
Odd Couple
Levi. American Style
Love. American Style
It Takeo
Thief
It Takes e Thief
News;
Sports
Movie:
' Station"

_

with the heat and all. so
After 15 minutes and a subsequent weigh-in, the writer discovered he had lost
1.2 pounds:
He didn't feel the hormones doing any thin g,
though.
After "roasting" for 15 7]
minutes, the next step for
the coffee bather is to enter a percolating concotion,
a cream colored liquid matsu claims is formed of cofThe grinds are heated to fee hormones. This liquid,
a temperature of 140 de- which has the consistencv-.:'
grees Fahrenheit and the, of water, is also supposed
"bather" is then immersed
to boost the hormones in a
in them.
hormone-oeficient body.

GRAMS

:00 News.; Wthr.; Starts News. *tn.: *ports
.30 High Chaparral
Interns
eg
:00 High Chaparral
Interns
Headmaster
:70 Name of Genie
I
• 00 Name of Game
A
...Benny GOOOMilel
:30 Name of GIMP
:00 Strange Replort
Story"
Movie
7 :30 Strange Reeort
11 :SO News; Wthr.; SoortsNews, *Mr.; Seerts
Perry Mason
V :30 Tonight
Perry Mahon
*Joie:
l'Tribute to a
:00 David Frost
• .311 David Frost
Bail Man"

i

We'll take ours iced

FREDERICK H.
MARKS
TOKYO (UPI): The
world's largest cup of coffee was a little hard to
swallow, but it felt good.
That was the impression
this reporter received as he
sank down into the 13 tons
of fresh coffee grinds to
ease the pains that wracked
the body.
It's the latest Japanese
fad—a coffee bath, which
the inventor claims forces
vitamins and hormones into
the human system and inviIterates the body.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

FRIDAY EVENING P

Japanese coffee bath

BY

Real McCoys
Bozo
Bozo
Bozo
ROMPS.' Room
Hazel
Beverly Hillbillies
Dick Van Dyke
That Girl
Bewitched
Love, American Style

00 Noon
Singing Cony; News oo My
12 :3.0
Noon
As the World Turns Let's Make • Del
.00 Days of Ot 5,55. Many Soiendered Thing Newlywed Game
Dating Game
1 30 Doctors
Guiding Light
General Hospital
Secret Storm
:00 Another World
2 .30
One Lite to Live
Bright Promise
Edge of Night
lit4ner PY,e. UVAC
Pesenleirel
:00 Somerset
3 :00
LOCY
Here Come Brides Jeff's Collie
:30 Here coma Brides Movie.
Daniel USNIe
4 :30
Wild Wild West
"Big House. U.'A."
:31 West; Action•News Movie
News
ADC IE
News: W.,
5 31 NBC NIVIIIV NOW' CBS Eyenine

6

1

LATER, after toweling
off and donning a Japanese
robe, the bather is taken
upstairs to a lounge where
he is spoon-fed a cool beer,
and given a massage. Tharq
the entire treatment and it
only costs 1000 yen ($2.75).
Dr. Matsu wants to open
a system of coffee baths in
the United states.
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Bel Air Shopping
Center
Store Hours:
9 - 9 Mon.-Sat.
1 - 6 Sunda)
Phone: 753-8304

•••
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HOT PANTS

I

II

Sofii47,1
ATI4 BEADS
• Water softening
• Skin smoothing
• Booy relaxing

17-oz. Size REGULAR 98'
The
Caal"
one
MUM
(RiAm DtoDow"'''
1 000t4R
i1
S
/4‘1:10
s OPw:

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS
GESH
sA CA
T A$1.0
0
REFUND

SPRAY
FLUFF
COLOGNE

CREAM DEODORANT

Iv1
ilooKTION

V

'IC
III

by mail on three proofs of product purchase of
Ill
..
III
Ill
Ill
Ill

Ill•
III
III
Ill

8UffERIN
:.;;;;;01

ANTISEPTIC

and/or

III

maw
MIRACLE
NOLDINC
hair...sr
disc&wary

III
Ej
Ill

3.5 or. $
4 oz.

BUFFERIN

I

TABLETS

36

SAV-RITE'S48
LOW PRICE

•••••••••I•• non*•••••••••••••••• MEM
fr., roam non •••• •11

REGULAR 84' VALUE

III
III
III
III

REGULAR 81.49 VALUE
SEE SHELF CARD IN STORE FOR DETAILS

Ill
III
III
III

2 oz.

WORKS IN HALF THE
TIME OF SIMPLE ASPIRIN

LISTERINE

SoyRite's
Low
Price

the shampoo for
color-tested hair
8-oz.

„
Now Only

V05 HAIR SPRAY
REGULAR '2.35 VALUE

17 ounces

Regular
flardli Hold

Now

14-oz.—Regular $1.29 - NOW 78;40
20-oz.—Regular '1.59 - NOW

Only!

98;

SHIMMY SHINS FEMININE

76

1

DEPILATORY

Tablets

Net Contents 4 Ozs

REGULAR
5 1.19 VALUE

REGULAR '1.75 VALUE

Spray for Gray
Super Hard-to-Hold
=.2 .
fr.2

1211
.•112

MUM •••••M
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mot= .•Um
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Bible program
reaches 20,000

Red China propaganda
follows capitalist lines
and are for their use."
Apparently "Taking Tiger
Mountain by Strategy" fits that
bill.
Set in the winter of 1946 during the struggle between the
Communists and the Nationalists, the opera depicts the exploits of a People's Liberation
Army unit in defeating a
•'bandit gang," which is fighting for the Nationalist cause.
As might be expected, the
story pictures the Nationalist
forces as being on a rampage burning, killing and pillaging.
After an engagement with
the Communist forces, the
"bandit gang"- led by a man
named Vulture - retreats to
Tiger Mountain.
One of the leaders of the
Communist unit, Yang Tzuiting, goes up Tiger Mountain
disguised as one of the "bandits" in order to work out a
strategy for wiping out the
''bandit" group.
"Vicious and cunning," as
Peking's synopsis of the opera
puts it, "Vulture subjects him
( Yang) to one test after another. But Yang Tzu-jung is
armed -vith Mao Tse-tung
Thought: he (Mao 1 is 'the
morning sun in his (Yang's
heart .
To cut a long Peking opera

By ARTHUR C. MILLER
Copley News Service
country who pause tor daily
By CLAIRE COX
Bible study.
Copley News Service
HONG KONG - Communist
The
Scripture
Union,
organized by an American China is adopting some de• NEW YORK - Churches clergyman in Britain in 1879, cidedly capitalistic methods in
..may seldom - if ever - be had its official beginning in the trying to get its propaganda
filled on Sunday, but that does United States in 1959, when and "revolutionized" art and
..not mean that people are not offices were established in drama across the rest of the
worshiping in their own Philadelphia. Earlier, world .
fashion.
The latest issue of Peking's
Americans had participated in
At a time when the deper- a less formal way with the glossy monthly, China Picsonalization of society is Scripture Union in Canada, but torial, illustrates this trend.
causing widespread concern, now they are receiving
Vie Life magazine-size,
an increasing number of men materials prepared in this photo-laden publication conand women - and teen-agers, country and are part of a tains a special supplement with
too - are becoming involved in movement that is expected to the musical score and words of
.a personalized religion.
grow to at least 50,000 par- what Peking calls its "modern
Some conduct their own form ticipants by 1974.
revolutionary" Peking opera
of worship in groups, in homes,
Colin K. Becroft, American- entitled "Taking Tiger Mouncoffeehouses and communes or born and New Zealand-reared tain by Strategy."
on street corners and beaches. and educated, is the executive
The issuing of a special supUndetermined
numbers director of the American plement is not unusual, for Pe,etigage in what is called "a one- organization,
which
he king often distributes free supto-one relationship with God" describes as having been plements with its various pubin solitary prayer, Bible designed to help people ex- lications aimed at foreign audireading and meditation.
perience the benefits of daily ences.
A relatively new organization worship through solitary
But what is different with the
using an old formula for getting prayer and Bible reading.
latest China Pictorial is that
to know the Scriptures and
-This is different from a two thin plastic records with
oneself better has enlisted the
formal
Bible-study program or the songs from "Taking Tiger
participation of more than
a
class,"
Becroft explained in Mountain by Strategy" also are
20,000 people across the
an interview. "We're not so included free with the magamuch in the business of passing zine. It's a Madison Avenue apon Bible information as of proach, pure and simple.
As those who follow the China
trying to help people engage in
meaningful worship. Bible scene closely know, "Taking
study and biblical information Tiger Mountain by Strategy" is
now the rave on China's cul- short, the Communist forces
are useful by-products."
tural front. A number of the outwit the "bandits" and finalIn his travels across the foreign table tennis players and ly crush them.
country Becroft has enlisted newsmen who have recently
"Taking Tiger Mountain by
the support of some 200 visited China - including the Strategy" reeks with political
churches of all denominations, Americans - have been taken overtones, as do all other Pewhich have organized Scrip- to see performances of the Pe- king operas in China today
as
The first assembly
of the ture Union chapters.
In ad- king opera.
well as other forms of drama,
Kentucky Nazarene district, dition,
20,000 people pay $3 a
The opera, furthermore, is literature and art.
since the appointment of the Rev. year
each
to
receive indicative of the kind of literaThe songs in the opera reflect
Dean Baldwin as district publications
of the Union, in- ture, art and drama China is this very strongly. Sample
superintendent last fall, will be cluding a carefully
worked out
titles: "We'll Sweep Away All
held at the Broadway Church of Scripture-reading plan,
promoting today.
issued
All culture and artistic work Reactionaries," "A Comthe Nazarene, Louisville,
monthly and covering a fivemust conform with Chairman munist;" "Bring the Land a
Wednesday and Thursday, July year period.
Mao
Tse-tung's somewhat New Life!" and "I Have the
21-22.
A four-phased method,
Morning Sun (Chairman Mao)
vague
comment:
A delegation of Nazarene originated by a medieval
in
My Heart."
"All
our literature and art
church members from this English monk,is prescribed for
Peking's effort to popularize
community and area will take participants: Pray before are for the masses of the its "revolutionary" culture
reading for an understanding of people,and in the first place for abroad -as exemplifie
Part
d by the
Annual reports will be given by the Scriptures; read carefully the workers, peasants and sol- recent China Pictorial - is a
diers;
they
are
created
for the well-planned
pastors of all 79 churches on the the Bible passage for the day in
one.
the context of the preceding workers, peasants and soldiers
district.
In addition to the records and
and
following
The presiding official will be
passages;
Dr. Samuel Young, Kansas City, meditate on what you have
read,
what the passage is
Mo., who is the senior general
about, what insights it can give
superintendent
in
the to
your life and what you can do
denomination. He has been a
with your conclusions, and
general superintendent since
pray again over what you have
1948.
read and thought about.
Mr. Baldwin, Louisville, will
FRANKFORT, Ky.-A recent
Followers of the plan are
give his first annual message as
urged to devote from 10 to 30 federal grant is helping turn laid out in early spring and soon
the district leader.
minutes a day to this procedure unique Lilley Cornett Woods into will be cut out to permit easy
District officers will be elected
and to pause long enough once a paradise for scientist and passage.
ind also delegates to the 18th
"The trails will be cut only
a month to read the entire nature lover alike.
luadennial General Assembly of chapter
they have been
The 554-acre tract, located in shoulder wide," Dalton said.
the denomination to be held a studying piecemeal.
Lecher County, is one of the few "This will enable single-file
Miami Beach. Fla., in June 1972
"We
remaining
provide
people
stands of virgin hiking only, as we are trying to
with
a
•. The Church of the Nazarene
plan and method for making timber in Kentucky. Except for a keep damage to the woods at a
aspects to pass the half-million
daily prayer and Bible reading few acres damaged by fire minimum.
mark in world membership practical,
" Becroft observed. several years ago the forest has Dalton noted that hemlock,
1971.
-during
"They have to be motivated at remained untouched by human beech, white oak and chestnut
the outset and we try to get and natural destroyers.
oack are abundant in the woods.'
them started. If a person has
The Kentucky Division of Many of the towering giants are
the guts to say, 'Yes, with the Forestry recently
received 400 years old and Dalton said
help of God I will set aside a $39,616
from the Bureau of some may reach 600 years of
few minutes every day to come
for age.
. The Kentucky Medicaid pilot before God in prayer and Bible Outdoor Recreation
But it is the lush carpet of
project that "locked in" 36 reading,' we are ready to go." development of the woods. The wildflower
s, fungi and ferns on
state
is
matching
the
grant.
Pecipients identified as overthe woodland floor which inOsers has reduced by almost oneGov. Louie B. Nunn stressed terests scientists most of all.
hall the cost of their physician
Because it has been protected
that development will be limited
pharmacy
services.
Kid
from fire and man the forest floor
and
designed
to
protect
the
Data compiled by the state July 3, 1971
supports vegetation which can be
delicate life balance of
the
Department of Health showed ADULTS 100
found nowhere else in Kentucky.
woods.
*at before the project started, NURSERY 8
He said development will in- "I've found examples of
the average monthly cost of
clude
a museum building, access Spotted Mandarin, a rare plant,
services for the 36 recipients was NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
road
and parking area, con- which I had never seen before,"
$91.56, compared with a total
necting
bridge and hiking trails. Dalton said. He added there arc
program average of $15.89.
DISMISSALS
The
woods,
long guarded by the other examples of vegetation as
. Charles S. Walker. ad- Mrs. Addle Catlin Kendall,
Cornett
family
and purchased by yet unidentified.
ministrative director of the Route 2, Puryear, Tenn., Miss
the state in 1969, is widely known Two major science research
Health Department's Division of Penelope Higgins, Route 2, among
scientists but has recently projects have been carried out in
Medical Care, said the average Murray, Master Randal Lee
become
popular with the less Lilley Cornett Woods and another
monthly cost for a recipient Scott, Route 8, Box 8, Murray,
sophisticat
ed nature enthusiast. project is now underway.
"locked in" to one doctor and one Miss Denise Ann Dumas, Dexter,
Although visitors are welcome
pharmacy has dropped to $46.51 Mrs. Linda Lou Hale, and Baby Steve Dalton, resident forester to the w000ds now
Dalton said
at
the
woods,
says
100
persons
*ice the project began Jan. 1. Boy, Route 1, Almo, Miss Karen
some especially "delicate" areas
often
visit
the
area
on
weekends
Walker said the project will Lin Carraway, 522 South 7th,
will be closed to all but trained
continue another six months in Murray, Mrs. Mary Waters even though development work is scientists.
just
beginning.
the original 10 counties They Farmer, 808 Olive, Murray,
"We think the woods will apInclude Jefferson, Boyd,
Mrs. Duina Catherine Collins, Dalton said preliminary ex- peal to the knowledgable
nature
cavation
for
road
the
and acMagoffin, Johnson, Lee, Pike, Route 1, Dexter, Marvin Edgar
lover, one with at least limited
Letcher, Knox, Harlan and Bell. Houston, 404 South 16th, Murray, companying bridge is underway knowledge and appreciati
on of
Walker said the "lock in" Mrs. Bernice Lee Morgan, 1511 as is removal of all fences from forest ecology,"Dalton said.
"We
the
woods.
Constructi
on
of
the
recipients received the same Kirkwood, Murray, Mrs. Jewel
are interested in those who will
medical care as they did before Haley Parka, 625 Ellis, Murray, museum is expected to begin come to see and
appreciate the
EarlStorn,301 North 8th, Murray. goon.
the project began.
Trails through the woods were woods, not camp and picnic.

Assembly
Planned By
Nazarenes

Lilley Cornett Woods Is
Development For Visitors

Cost Of Medicaid Is Halved In Test

the musical score of the songs
from "Taking Tiger Mountain
by Strategy," the Chinese also
have produced translation of
the Chinese words to the songs
and an informative guide to
terms used in Peking opera and
the percussion instruments
that are used.
Music and drama critics
would probably agree that Peking -revolutionary" plays and
operas are riot going to set the
world afire.
But there is a strong curiosity
factor that Peking can play on
in its atteMpt to expose more
people to the kind of "revolutionary" art forms it is developing.
The China Pictorial package
on "Taking Tiger Mountain by
Strategy" thus is an interesting
development, for it has all the
elements needed to fully tiff
that curiosity.

Hospital Report
July 4, 1971
ADULTS 92
'NURSERY
8

FRANKFORT, Ky.-The confident the program will "ease
director of
the Alcohol Re-he crisis in the courtroom and
education Center at Richmond re-educate drivers on the effects
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
says the re-education program is of alcohol on the human body and
DISMISSALS
ready to expand statewide at driving skill."
William Emersbn Henson, Rt. 5 approximately nine regional He told committee memebers
Benton, Rowley Daniel Fair, 117 centers.
the program is self-supporting, is
S. 10th, Murray, Miss Amy Clark, Dr. Jerry L. Miller recently protected
and by
with
1004 Waldrop, Murray, Miss told the state Traffic Safety professional people, Is a relaistic
Joyce Faye Kendall, Rt. 2 Coordinating Committee the approach directed toward
Puryear, Tenn., Harry Bernard program is needed throughout modifying human behavior and
Morton II, Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs. the state in order "to re-educate utilizes the state's comJacquelyn Sue Harrison, 1621 the individual in modifying his prehensive care centers.
Hamilton Ave., Murray, Mrs. future drinking and driving The center is set up for ten
Ruby May Eldridge, Rt. 8, Box behavior."
hours of instruction with each
38, Murray, Mrs. Mary Jane
The Richmond center, in class meeting on four consecutive
Littleton, 809 Sharpe, Murray, operation just four months, seeks Monday nights, two and one-half
Mrs. Karen Lee Barnett, Rt. 3, to treat first-time drunk driving hours per night.
Murray, Mrs. Blanche L,edoria offenders. Richmond Police
The instruction is based on the
Short, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. Helen Judge Paul Fagan urges
use of behavioral objectives
Spillane,
Rt. 8,
S.
Box 75, violators convicted in his court to wherein the students are directed
Murray, Mrs. Sddie Belle Crass, attend the center, with the untoward a more positive type of
Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Gladys derstanding that attendance behavior
in relation to their
Brown, 405 S. 2nd, Murray, Issac could possibly serve to reduce a
alcohol comsumption habits and
David Brandon, Rt. 1, Almo, fine or jail sentence.
particularly toward dirving after
James Budl Oakley ( expired) Miller, an associate professor
drinking.
300 Elm St., Murray, Mrs. of traffic safety
at Eastern
Louisville Police Chief C J.
Enuna Carr (expired).
Kentucky University, said he is Hyde commente
d that drunk
driving is only one traffic safety
problem which should arouse
public concern. Others he cited
Included motorists who fail to
yield the right of way, those who
follow too closely the car mfront
of them and those who are
inattentive.

500 flee China,
swim to Hong Kong
HONG KONG - More than
500 Chinese refugees, mostly
students, are believed to have
made the hazardous swim to
Hong Kong during May.

RECORD ERUPTION-Here is Hawaii's Kilauea, which began its third year of sustained eruptions May 24, the most voluminous in recorded history. The volcano
has spewed forth 250 million cubic yards of lava in the past two years.

Many students, sent to work
on farms during the Cultural
Revolution, have come to Hong
Kong seeking the higher education denied them in Communist
China.

Italie we got
a Datsun for you.
Take the 510 2-Door and 4-Door Sedans-vinyl
upholstered
comfort for four.
Overhead cam engine with 96 HP,up to 25 miles per
gallon economy.
More no-cost extras like tinted glass and whitewal
A Datsun Wagon gives you all these, plus load-room ls.
for
shopping trips and vacations.

Hospital Report

The new Datsun 1200's-the Li'l Something
and
Something Special-American-size room for
four in an even
smaller package.
Peppy 69 HP high-cam engine,front disc
brakes and
up to 30 miles per gallon economy.
Extras galore,including a fold down rear
seat in the
Coupe for extra hauling space.

The Li'l Hustler-our "seen-everywhere"
Pickup-rolls
loads to half a ton with 96 horsepower.
And stacks it all in a six foot all-steel bed.

0FFICES4N-1kt AIR-SHOpifit4G-CE
Contact:
BOB BIU.INGTON
OWEN BILLNIZTON
SHIPLEY
DAN
TOM SCRUGGS
753-4751

I)

./117MOM
-

Datsun's 240-Z sets new standards for
elegance,two-seat&
room and performance.
Pure luxury that matches the 150 HP
6cylinder zip
and superior handling of the fully
indepen
dent
suspension.
Power front discs complete this prize
package of all-out
automotive excellence.

As independent agents we represent a number of
reliable insurance companies. We are able to plan an insurance program
and
place the needed protection with the company that has the
policy
most suited to the need. Whether it be for the car, home or
business,
see us for Professional attention to your insurance./

DATBQN
PRODUCT OF NI SAN

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
So. 12th Street

Parath
Used I

Re-Education Of Drunk Drivers
Needed Statewide Says Official

Chief Hyde said he hoped that
alcohol re-education
centers
would change the participants'
mental attitudes. He pointed out
that Louisville has a traffic
school for all violators, not just
drinking drivers.

The Murray Insurance Agency
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* OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL
8:00 *

Phone 753-7114

LEXINGTON, K
can be deadly, st
carefully, warns
Scheibner, Ext
tomologist with the
Kentucky College c
Parathion is or
secticides that prc
more wiejely used I
use is restricted, 1
And parathion mu
with care. A 180-pe
be killed by less
teaspoon of pat
centrate if it is spill
and not washed of!
Because of co
possible danger
vironment DDT
insecticides are
recommended for
purposes they wer
the past, Scheibner
fact, Kentucky,it is

AGC 01
Is Rejet
By Cou

•• : The Carpenters F
District Council ha
an 11 per cent wai
Otter from the Ass*
-era( Contractors, cal
satisfactory," accord
ham Sims, business
the council.
• "We do not accep
true 11 per cent Met
related to other
Sims said.
The offer, made b'
Tuesday, in the fir;
between the two or
since negotiations
last Wednesday, is
wage increase to $6..
big to William K
secretary-manager oi
The carpenters' col
AGC expired May 31
Rivers Council brol
gotiations with AGC
nesday and struck I
idling such projects
Lourdes Hospital he
dation to Western P.
pital, the Murray Ste
sity athletic comple
dition to General T
Mayfield and others.
The increase offer
.4,Gc would provide
hourly wage incres
cents per hour effect
1971 raising the wage
per hour," Kressenbe
• "An additional 20
tour wage increase
come effective on
1972," he added.
This offer was "it
at all," according tc
says the AGC ha
"made the same pr
Sims said the unio
for "equalization"
with wages paid ca
other areas.
Kressenberg said
Wage and Stabilize
has recommended
cent ceiling on in
about 35 cents per
the present rate c
order to fight inflat
No further negoti
been scheduled.

S

Today's St
Market
NEW YORK (UI
opened higher ir
trading today.
Shortly after the
Dow Jones industr
was ahead 1.32
Advances topped
to 88, among the
crossing the tape.
Penn Central wee
at 43,4 in the rails, 1
Pecific and Chesap
fell Is each to 40'
respectively. Bulb
1
2
ern surrendered /
Jersey Standard
76% in the oils,
and Texaco also ui
33/
1
2 and 36,
Atlantic Richfield
point to 72, and
California was la 1
Occidental, howeve
/
to 181
2. Pennzoil al
30, while Natomas
to 941
/
2.
In the steels,
climbed /
1
21 to 227.
and Jones & Laug
L4 apiece
to
respectively.
Monsanto lost ke
the chemicals. Alli
gained 111 to 32
Eastman Kodak
Pont held unchange
In the motors,
unchanged at a
Chrysler at 26a
Motors gained te
Among the elect
rose Ile to 3123..
picked up .
1 to 89'
ahead lee to 34711.
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Parathion Should Be
Used With Much Care

Warm Weather
Covers Nation

Pennwalt, Union
ee On Contract

THURSDAY—JULY 8, 1971

BOOK REVIEW

James Michener looks
at Kent State tragedy

By United Press Internatimalq
Warm July weather covered
LEXINGTON, KY.—Parathion
most of the nation today,
can be deadly, so use it very law to use DDT except for bat, punctuated by occasional showCALVERT CITY, Ky., July 7 bership of Local Lodge 1969 on
carefully, warns Dr. R. A. rat, mouse and termite control. ers and light thunderstorms.
—The Pennwalt Corporation and Tuesday.
Scheibner, Extension
The
Growers
now must use insouthwest remained in
enInternational Associadoa of
In announcing the new contomologist with the University of secticides other than DDT that the grip of a long, summer hot the
Machinists
and Aerospace tract which affects 400 emversity," Michener reminds his
Kentucky College of Agriculture. will not harm the environment spell, with daily temperatures
KENT STATE: What Hapsince World War 11 (1970 regisWorkers Calvert City Lodge 1169 ployes, Winslow said the negotiareaders.'"Ihe students and NaA.
James
by
Why;
Parathion is one of the in- but will still handle their insect topping the 100-degree mark.
and
pened
tration was 21,186).
have agreed on a new two-year tions began May 25, and after
tional Guardsmen could be you,
Michener; Random House; 564
secticides that probably will be problems without costing so 4lot humid weather followed contract, according to E. V.
Its location in mid-America
13 meetings, successfully conor
young
people
of
your
neighpages; $10.
more witiely used now that DDT much that they can't afford to use a tropical air flow from the Winslow, plant manager.
made it a logical stopping-off
cluded July 2.
borhood, or, if you are old
point during the 1960s for many
use is restricted, he points out. them. And many of these other gulf into the eastern half of the
The new contract, which exReviewed By
Members of the Local Lodge
enough, your sons and daughof the activists who were atAnd parathion must be handled insecticides, such as parathion, nation.
pires June 30, 1973, is retroac- 1989 negotiating team were RobALFRED JaCOBY
ters.... That is why you need to
tempting to radicalize Amerwith care. A 180-pound man can are very dangerous to the people
The sultry weather helped tive to July 1.
ert Schneider, lodge represenCopley News Service
know what happened to you, so
ican education and American
be killed by less than half a who come in contact with them. trigger scattered thunderstorms
The contract provides for a tative; J. R. Gray, directing
that
you
can
prevent
it
from
students.
-teaspoon of parathion con- Although relatively few cases mainly in the South and from general wage increase of 13 business representative; 0. K.
There is an absolute over- happening again."
But, Michener says, his re-itentrate if it is spilled on his skin of parathion poisoning have been the northwestern Great Lakes cents and eight cents per hour Patton, business representative;
whelming beauty ant majesty
If
it
can
be
prevented from search
two respective years of E. R. Johnston, president; com- in good reporting that
the
for
convinced him that
and not washed off.
reported, these may increase as to
the
southern
Rockies.
trans- happening again: Michener
liv- mitteemen B. C. Howard, Ralph
cends almost anything that paints a picture that makes one Kent State was no more or even
Because of concern about this insecticide is used more Rainfall was generally light and the agreement. The cost of
less affected by the activists of
ing allowance w a s continued. McLemore, B. G. Murpthy. W. wanders into print these
possible danger to the en- often, especially by people who spotty.
days. shudder that it cannot be preImprovements in benefits were J. Burkeen, and Charles D. It's not the
the Students for a Democratic
vironment DDT and similar have not used it much before. So Some thunderstorms occurred
hurly-burly of daily vented.
made in insurance and meal alSociety SDS I and other milijournalism which must of
insecticides are no longer be sure you read all' directions n the southeast Wednesday,
"We were driven to one final tant
lowances. One additional holigroups. "Apathy U" was a
Pennwalt
Corporation
regotinecessity
sacrifice
the cheap- and significant conclusion,"
recommended for many of the on the label and follow them and Gallatin, Tenn., reported day was part of the agreement.
popular nickname for Kent
ating team members were jack spooning over of old
facts
purposes they were used for in exactly when you use parathion. rainfall of nearly four and a
Michener
writes.
'The
hardE. R. Johnston, Local Lodge Winslow, E. F. O'Dell, manager that
characterizes most maga- core revolutionary leadership State and its students were said
the past, Scheibner continues. In Federal and state agencies and half inches in a 24-hour period 1969 president, said the agreeto be more concerned in finding
zines
industrial
relations;
F.
J.
of
today.
across the nation was so deter- a
fact, Kentucky,it is is against the the pesticide industry are now which ended wednesday after- ment on the new contract was
parking space than plotting
supervisor;
Instead,
Shemwell,
personnel
it's
the
methodical
mined to force a confrontation
cooperating in a parathion safety noon.
ratified by a vote of the memG. W. Budd, corporate manager amassing and study of infor- ... that some kind of major in- revolution.
education program, Scheibner Ocean breezes brought comIn addition, Michener says,
mation with the resultant cident had become
of labor relations.
inevitable.
notes. The pesticide industry has fortably cool weather to the
Both negotiating teams ex- ability to form an intelligent It ... could have happened on the administration, while hardchanged product labels to make Paciric Coast and the cool air
pressed appreciation for the ef- conclusion. This is precisely any campus. ... That it hap- ly inspired, had acted quickly
directions cleaer and the war- VMS penetrating to the Northq
forts of Commissioner John J. what James Michener has done pened at Kent State was pure and with firm decision in previnings stronger. Parathion west.
Popular of the Federal Media- in his study of the deaths of four accident, but the confrontation ous incidents.
From The
manufacturers
The weekend of May 1-4 last
are
also Early morning temperatures
tion and Conciliation Service students a year ago at Kent itself was not."
providing pesticide dealers with ranged from 41 at Lewiston,
who was in attendance in the State University in Ohio.
Kent, Ohio, is a city of 28,000 year began with a Friday noon
warning signs which will be given Mont., to 92 at Phoenix, Ariz,
rally on campus protesting
final days of the negotiations.
"This could be your uni- with a once-small college which
to persons who buy parathion;
: The Carpenters Four Rivers
has grown to multiversity size U.S. moves into Cambodia, beBy
United
Intermediate
Press
users should post these signs
came violent with a riot on a
District Council has rejected
MOSCOW — Poet Yevgeny
Kent street whose bars were
aroujd parathion-treated fields.
an 11 per cent wage increase
Yevtushenko, speaking against
student hangouts, continued
If you buy parathion, you
offer from the Associated Genaensorship in the Soviet Union
with the burning on Saturday
eral Contractors, calling it "not
probably will be asked to fill out a
"A good teacher does not
(Continued from Page 1)
night of a beat-up surplus
satisfactory," according to Wilcard stating that the dealer has Federal
State
Market
News
forbid any questions, because if
the material for the
liam Sims, business agent for
club's ROTC building, calmed down
told you about the dangers of this Service
he did the children would stop
the council.
yearbook was completed and on Sunday with the National
insecticide, that you understand Monday July
FRANKFORT
(UPI)—The
5, Mayfield, Ken- asking and nothing is more
• "We do not accept this as a
Guard on the campus, and (*would be published shortly.
parathion is to be used only ac- tucky
dangerous than forcibly sur- state Legislative Research Lookout Heights; Sen. Pat Mc- October 27 is the date set for the malted on Monday noon with
true 11 per cent increase when
cording to label dirietionst and Mayfield
Commission (LRC) was told Cuiston, D-Pembroke; Sen. B. E
Livestock Market: pressed questions."
related to other proposals,"
Audubon District meeting of the the killing of four Kent State
that you will past your fields Livestock
today of significant iuxierfunding Billings, D-Stanton; and Mrs
wieghed on arrival.
Sims said.
Clubs of Kentucky, ac- students.
Garden
where parathion is used with the
The offer, made by the AGC
Ironically, none of the shootWASHINGTON — New York of the state judicial retirement Phillip Harrison, Cynthiana.
cording
to the announcernent
signs
provided
by
the
dealer.
Carroll and Ford both apfund which would eventually lead
Tuesday, in the first meeting
Cattle this week 600
ing victims were considered
City
Human
Resources
AdmiLivesay
Mrs.
made
J.
of
John
by
State and federal agencies will
pointed all Democrats and Nunn
between the two organizations
activists or radicals by either
nistrator Jule M. Sugarman. to bankruptcy of the fund.
the Garden Department.
check dealers to make sure they Calves
since negotiations broke off
The fund was created by the appointed all Republicans.
their friends or university offithis week 72
commenting
on
Congressional
LaFollette
C.
Mrs.
said
A.
that
are
explaining
the
use
of
last Wednesday, is an hourly
cials.
plans to charge, middle class General Assembly to provide
the Home Department will hold a
parathion to buyers and giving COMPARED
wage increase to $6.20, accordHow or why the Monday inciTO LAST WEEK: children in the Head Start retirement benefits, life intea for the Senior Citizens on dent began
ing to William Kressenberg, out the warning signs. These All represented classes
surance and death benefits to
and then turned viosteady. program:
Thursday, September 16, at two lent is a
agencies also will educate the
secretary-manager of AGC.
mystery, Michener
"What is going to emerge judges and commissioners of the
at
house.
the
p.m.,
club
, The carpenters' contract with
dealers about parathion and SLAUGHTER
says. On the one hand, there
COWS: Utility from this and other Congres- court of appeals, circuit court
IContinued
from
Page
II
Mrs.
Bob
Billington,
chairman
The
May
expired
Four
31.
AGC
pass on new information about 20.50-22.75,
was great student provocation
Cutter 18.00-20.50, sional initiatives is a compre- judges and circuit court clerks reflect in a more mature of the Kappa Department,
Rivers Council broke off ne- the safety program.
told of in the form of verbal abuse as
and their widows.
Canner
16.00-18.00.
hensive
child
fashion"
care
program."
on
Commutist
the
gotiations with AGC last WedKentucky, as yet, does not
Legislative auditor Thomas E. plan. He said the Communists her department's intention to well as the throwing of stones
nesday and struck on July I, have a pesticide dealers' lic- SLAUGHTER BULLS Utility
furnish the Murray Middle School and bottles and other debris.
Truempy
said
in
a
report
to
the
over 1000 lbs. 25.00-27.00.
MERCED, Calif.—Mrs. Gene
hope to get a oore favorable
idling such projects as the new censing law, so locating
Library with reading and
But, on the other hand, there
all the SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
LRC
that
if
the legislature did not response next week.
Mack of San Francisco describLourdes Hospital here, an ad- sellers of
reference
books and materials. is no indication, he insists, that
parathion is sometimes VEALERS: Choice
180-240 lbs. ing how her 5-year-old son, find extra money for the
dition to Western Baptist HosMrs. Richarson announced that the guardsmen were in any real
difficult for the agencies that vealers 39.00-41.50,
At today's session, Bruce said
pital, the Murray State Univermixed Good Mike, survived four days lost in retirement fund, it could go
there will be no board meeting in physical danger or that there
check
dealers,
Scheibner
the
notes.
United
States
welcomed
broke.
the
and Choice 35.00-39.00, Choice the wilderness:
sity athletic complex, the adwere any snipers.
And, since dealers do not have to 240-350 lbs. calves
They don't like to use the Communist plan if it meant August, but the September
dition to General Tire Co. at
36.00-39.00, "He's a very stubborn boy
Equally, he says, there is no
would,
meeting
usual,
as
be
on
prove
their
knowledge
of mixed Good and Choice 33.00Hanoi and the Viet Cong "wish
Mayfield and others.
and I think that's why he term, but if something isn't done,
at last to enter into serious the first Monday of the month. indication that the guardsmen
The increase offered by the pesticides, some may not be 36.00.
the
retirement
fund
is
going
to
be
stayed alive."
Those present were Mrs. were ever ordered to fire on the
AGc would provide tor "an qualified to carry out the FEEDER STEEFtS:4:tusitspe
negotiations."
bankrupt," Truempy said.
Richardson, president; Mrs. J. students, many of whom were
hourly wage increase of 40 responsibilities that go along with 300-500 lbs. 33.0045.75, 500-700 lbs.
The annual cost of the plan is
in the area only because of a
cents per hour effective June 1, selling parathion.
$938,000 while contribdtions from "Let us make a fresh start Matt Sparkman, first vice; Mrs. class break.
31.50-33.00,
mixed Good and
here,"
Thomas
Bruce
Brown,
treasurer;
E.
said.
"I
raising
wage
the
1971
rate to $6
propose
the judges and others belonging
And, finally, Michener conFor example, a case was Choice 300-500 lbs. 31.75-33.00, 500per hour," Kressenberg said.
to the fund amounts to only about that our next meeting be a Mrs. John Belt, corresponding cludes that we cannot con700 lbs. 30.00-31.75, Good 300-500
recently reported where a dealer
restricted
secretary;
"An additional 20 cents per
Mrs.
Maurice
session
at
which
we
$750,000.
lbs. 30.00-31.75, 500-700 lbs. 27.00vince ourselves that murder
our wage Increase would be- sold a man parathion in place of
Graveside services for Miss The LRC referred the matter to could explore further your Christopher, Alpha; Mrs. Dan W was committed by the
30.00.
guard. It
come effective an January 1, methyl parathion are not the
proposals
Miller
as
and
well
Mrs.
Dwain Taylor was
as discuss our
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice Gladys E. Rogers will be held the interim judiciary committee
an accident, deplorable
1972," he added.
same chemical and their effect
own.
yearbook;
Mrs.
Joe
Prince
Friday
8.111.
Beech
at
at
ten
the
for
consideration.
and tragic."
This otter was "no progress on different crops is not the 300-5001bs. 30.00-32.00, 500-700 lbs.
Music; Mrs. John J. Livesay,
Grove Cumberland Presbyterian In other action today, the LRC
"Such a forum, free from the Garden; Mrs. George Hart
at all," according to Sims who same, although they are closely 28.75-30.00, mixed Good and
says the AGC had already related and are both very Choice 300-500 lbs. 27.00-30.00, Church with Rev. W. Edd Glover appointed Sen. Norman E. glare of publicity, and without
PACE
Farris, R-Science Hill, to fill the the need to make public civic;Mrs. Don Keller, Adviaon FOLKESTONE, England
500-700 lbs. 25.00-27.50, Good 300- officiating.
"made the same proposal."
hazardous, he says.
Council;
Mrs.
Ewen
Allbritten,
age
Rogers,
native
Miss
72,
a
vacancy on the commission statements except to the degree
500 lbs. 25.50-27.50, 500-700 lbs.
Sims said the union Is asking
Delta; Mrs. Ted Bradshaw (UPI)—Horatio the Snail reof Calloway County, died Monday created by the resignation of
for "equalization" in wages
Since some dealers may not 23.50-25.50.
we mutually agree upon, could finance; Miss Beth Broach tained the world champion snail
at the Hilton Convalescent
Senate Minority Leader Wendell provide a better atmosphere f
with wages paid carpenters in explain the use of parathion
Theta; Mrs. A. C. LaFollette title for Britain Wednesday by
Home, Ferndale, Mich. She was Van Hoose, R-Tutor Key.
other areas.
when he sells it, you-the buyerproductive discussion."
Mrs. Harold Beaman. covering the 24-inch glass
Home;
daughter
the
of the late Robert B. Van Hoose, the dean of the
Kressenberg said earlier the should be sure you understand
Under
conference
ground press book; Mrs. Richard W. course in four minutes, 55
Wage and Stabilization Board the dangers of
and Mary Rogers..
state Senate, resigned his seat rules, a restricted session
parathion and
Knight, publicity; Mrs. Etot seconds. This was more than
has recommended a six per handle it safely,
The deceased was a retired when he was appointed as a
whether
or
would include only top officials Billington, Kappa; Mrs. A. W. twice the record time set last
not
cent ceiling on increases, or
received
She
teacher.
school
her
member of the state Parole of each delegation.
you are warned by the person
year.
Russell, Creative Arts.
about 35 cents per hour, over
A car and truck collision oc- B. A. degree from the University Board.
the present rate of $5.80, in who sells it to you. And, if the curred Wednesday about 3:15 of Kentucky, Lexington, and her Senate President
Lt. Gov.
dealer does not give you the
order to fight inflation.
p.m. on Ryan Avenue. No injuries Master's degree from Peabody Wendell H. Ford announced his
No further negotiations have warning signs for your fields, ask were reported.
College, Nashville, Tenn.
seven appointments to the
him to get them for you; then post
been scheduled.
Vehicles invloved were a 1971 She is survived by two sisters, citizens council to study
imthe signs wherever you use this
Dodge Dart Swinger driven by Mrs. Loyce Rogers Pritchett of provement of the legislature.
insecticide.
James Stom of Alino Route One, Birmingham, Mich., and Mn, Gov. Louie B. Nunn and house
Many common materials can and a panel truck driven by Robbie Atkins, of Martinsville, speaker Julian M. Carroll, 13Va.; one brother, Joe W Rogers Paducah, had earlier made their
cause poisoning, so be careful Ernest Turner of Murray.
Reports are that Turner was of Mayfield; six local cousins, seven appointments.
NEW YORK (UPI) —Stocks when you use any chemical backing out of a
driveway and Miss Laura Lou Rogers, Mrs. The committee which was
opened higher in moderate compounds.Scheibner, points out collided
with
the
right rear Anna Bell Stone, Mrs Clifton authorized by a resolution in the
that,
in
four recent years of
trading today.
fender of the Stem car going west Key, Mrs. Novella Butterworth, special session of the legislature
Shortly after the opening, the records in Florida, all pesticides on Ryan Ave.
Leon Chambers and Will S. last March, will hold its first
Dow Jones industrial average combined (Insecticides, The Murray Police
Depart- Rogers.
meeting late this month.
rodenticides,
herbicides,
etc.) ment were
was ahead 1.32 at 897.20.
called to the scene. The J. H. Churchill Funeral Named by Ford to the comAdvances topped declines, 129 were involved in about 9 percent Tuesday at 11:54 a.m.
the City Home has charge of local mittee were Wilson W. Wyatt,
to 88, among the 325 issues of the poisoning cases. Of the Police investigated a collision
at arrangements and friends may Sr., Louisville; Tyler Munford,
total
number
of
poisoning
cases,
crossing the tape.
10th and Main Streets between a call there after seven p.m. Morganfield; George
Wagoner,
Penn Central was unchanged 65 percent involved medicines Buick G.-S 400 driven by Darlene
tonight (Thursday).
Jeffersontown; Brady Black,
at 4% in the rails, but Southern and 18.5 percent were caused by Adams of 314 South 9th
Street,
Pacific and Chesapeake & Ohio household cleaners, polishes, Murray and a 1955 Ford
pickup
fell % each to 40741 and 60/
1
4, etc.
driven by David Donald Tapp of
respectively. Burlington North- With National Farm Safety Benton Route Eight.
ern surrendered /
/
4.
1
4 to 461
Week scheduled later this month, Police said Mrs. Adams, going
Jersey Standard gained /
1
4 to he suggests that you make sure south on 10th Street, told them
767o in the oils, with Phillips you and your family follow safety she stopped for the stop
sign at
and Texaco also up /
1
4 each to rules for using all materials on Main Street, but failed to see
the
33% and 36, respectively. your farm
and around your Tapp truck going east on Main.
records showed that he applied
Atlantic Richfield rose a full home.
MURRAY, Ky., July 7 - LawDamage to the Buick was on
to take the test a third time at
rence
point to 72, and Standard of
E,
Mayfield
47,
Holmes,
the right side and front end and to
ay in March, but a test
Rt. 2, pleaded guilty Tuesday in
California was
higher at 57.
the truck on the front end.
isor observed that the perCalloway Quarterly Court on a •
Occidental, however, dipped /
1
4
son taking the test was nervous
charge
the
state
of
violation
of
to 18%. Pennzoil also fell kit to
RING BUSTED
according to Cal- and appeared to be younger
30, while Natomas gave up /
1
4
NEWARK, N.J. (UPI)—A $22 personnel law,
loway
Judge Rob- than the age Holmes listed.
Court
County
/
4.
to 941
million-a-year bookmaking ring
The test score was passing
ert
Miller.
In the steels, Bethlehem
that ranged from Jersey City to
Holmes alledgedlv used a sub- and Holmes was hired April 1,
climbed kit to Ms, but Armco Federal State Market News Harlem was broken up and 14
stitute to take a written test for but he was fired after receiving
and Jones & Laughlin dropped Service July 8, 1971
persons, including an alleged a state job.
two days' pay after a fingerto apiece to 17% and 14%, Kentucky Purchase Area Hog oddsmaking kingpin were arprint check showed that the test
Holmes was given a suspended
Market Report Includes 10 rested wednesday,
respectively.
federal au- Oa-day jail sentence and ordered taker was not Holmes.
Monsanto lost /
/
4 in Buying Stations
1
4 to 461
thorities reported.
$43.47 in state pay,
the chemicals. Allied Chemical Receipts: Act. 986 Est. 1450 The FBI and the Justice to return
Judge Miller said. Miller said LOCAL PICKET
gained ks to 32%, as did Barrows and Gilts 25c higher Department's organized crime he
HOLLYWOOD
UPI Sixty
suspended the jail sentence
Eastman Kodak to 77%! Du Sows steady to 25c higher
strike force said the ring had on condition of good behavior for women members of local 30 of
US 1-3 200-730 lbs. $20.00-20.75; been under investigation
Pont held unchanged at 141.
for 14 one year. Judge Miller ex- the Office and Professional
In the motors, Ford was US 2-4 190-240 lbs. 119.75-20.00; months.
state law doeS not Employes Union picketed the
unchanged at 62%, as was US 2-4 240-280 lbs. $19.25-19.75; P78I agents mila amen those allow a that
charge of this headquarters Of the Musicians
Chrysler at 26%. General US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 118.75-19.25; arrested was Anthony M. "The type,.
Union local 47 Wednefday
Sows
Motors gained to to 7978.
Pope" St. Laurent, 30, who the
Holmes took the test for a during their lunch hour.
Among the electronics, IBM US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $15.00-16.00; agents said was the principle state hi ghway right-of-way
The women office workers
rose Ito to 312o. Westinghouse US 1-3 300-550 lbs. $14.00-15.00; oddsmaker in the Northeast. He agent's }rib in January and Feb- charged the musicians union
NOT PAD—Resembling lily pads, large blocks of cement
/
4. with RCA US 2-3 450450 lbs. *13.00-14.00; was arrested at his Johnston, ruary, but failed both times, ac- with stalling their attempts to
picked up to to 891
mixed with plastic float
on a reservoir at Oshikati, South West Africa. a novel
Boars *10.00-11.50.
method to prevent tango,ahead lit to 3478.
cording
to
records.
contract.
court
The
R.I. home, agents said
sigh a
ration of the water undei ti boiling-hot African sun..
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Federal State
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Collision Occurs
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ruins the enjoyment of open
country, whether plains, fields
oe woodlands."
He said many communities
adopt two-acre minimum lot
sizes in an effort to preserve
the natural setting. But this, he
contends.
By NORMAN KF.MPSTER
said, has the effect of
AUCTION SALE
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
Edmund N. Bacon, a "fragmenting nature where it
WASHINGTON (UPI) - If
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, July
. the nation hopes to avoid Philadelphia urban planning cannot be fragmented and still
'urban chaos, more attention consultant, writing in ULI• remain natural."
10, 10:00 a.m. at the Elmore
Bacon's solution is to
must be given to harmonizing monthly magazine, said present
Wallace home place, 506 South
real estate developments with suburban zoning methods reverse the usual compromise. By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
4th St., Murray, Kentucky. Lots
neither
preserve
ecology
the
Instead
of
requiring
all
homes
the natural environment, the
NEW YORK (UPI) - If eligible for benefits and over 7 of items of furniture, dishes,
Urban Land Institute (ULI) nor provide needed living space to be built on lots of at least you're wondering how you million of them actually have antiques and what have you.
for a growing population.
two acres, he said, communit- could swing a
home purchase purchased homes under the VA Some items are: Poster bedroom
ies
should
require
that
lots
be
LOUISVILLE
,
KY.
637-2778
"The current practice of
Ph.
at this time, and if there's a home loan guarantee
pro- suite, tables, chairs, couch,
i
subdividing outlying areas into either large enough to save the veteran in the family, it might gram," he said. "The VA antique dresser, pie safe, treadle
MEMPHIS,
TENN.
Ph. 525-1415
environment
or
very
small
with pay to check into benefits guarantees loans for 60 per
two-or-three-acre lots is the
sewing machine, Jenny Lind bed,
very worstukind of division of no middle ground at all.
1970 Veterans cent of their face amount, with picture frames, large collection
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
"Land should be subdivided Housing
By United Press International the land," Bacon said. "It
under Act,
maximum
glass and other items. For inLeading Batters
disrupts natural drainage by either into lots large enough to
"Every veteran - whether 912,
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332
500." . guarantee of formation call Otto Chester
a m
National League
artificial grading of streets and preserve the essential character- or not he ever has purchased •
Brotman listed four major Auction Service, Lynn Grove,
G. AB R. H. Pct. building sites, destroys natural istics of nature - 10 acres for home using VA loan guarantee changes in the VA law which
J9C
Torre, St.L
84 338 51 118 .360 colonies of growth by clearing, example - or lots just large benefits - owes it to himself became effective this year and 435-4042.
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
Bckrt, Chi
79 218 52 110 .346 for lawns and cutting trees, and enough to meet the immediate and his family to look closely which, he said, still are not
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE painting, experienced. By conspace
needs
of
a
family,"
he
at
the
Davis, LA
85 344 53 118 .343
expanded benefits widely known among veterans AUCTION SALE Saturday July
NEW THREE bedroom home tract or hour. Phone 489said.
apassed
d bEymCongress
e
anuim.
Clmnte, Pitt 74 295 50 100 .339
lastlt year," and
even some real estate 10th at 1:30 at the home of the late with bath, overlooking Kentucky =87.
brokers
J1OP
"Up
to
now,
residential
Brock, St.L
81 331 60 111 .335
Brotman,
Mrs. Noah Rogers of 1704 W. Lake, 16 miles from Murray,
zoning has been viewed as chairman of the board
of J. I.
Housing
Veterans
Peptn, Chi
62 231 31 76 .329
The 1970
Main, Murray, Ky. Will sell some finish work yet to be done, NEED A baby sitter to come to
controlling
development Kislak Mortgage Corp.
abolished bedroom suites, dinette set,
Garr, At]
86 357 61 115 .322
through regulations consisting
oak includes boat ramp and beach your home? Phone 767-4774
Kislak,
a mortgage banking. expiration
Alou, Hou
58 295 16 66 .32k
said, forallVA dining table and 5 chairs,
Act' he dates
J9C
of a continuous gradation of firm with offices
TV,
odd
area privileges, $7,850. Call Mrs. References if required.
in Florida, housing benefits. Nearly 9
Cash, Pitt
68 277 51 89 .321
minimum lot sizes.
dressers, quilt box, practically Helm, 436-5320 Hamlin, KenGeorgia,
Louisiana,
NEW
YORK
sum)-A
(UPI
New
War
million
World
and
11
Strgll, Pitt
73 269 51 85 .316
'One-sided tool'
Jersey, South Carolina and Korean War veterans have had new springs and mattress, 4 tucky.
TFC WILL BUSHHOG vacant lots
mer rally should "begin almost
American League
inside city limits. Reasonable
rugs,
"This
4
metal
is
chairs,
using
a
silver
one-sided
ware,
Tennessee,
specializes
in FHA their entitlements restored. In
G. AB R. H.Pct. immediately," Filor, Bullard & tool for a two-sided
AlOC
rates. Phone 753-3798.
dishes
and
cooking
and
problem
utensils,
VA
loans.
the future, all VA benefits will
[LIVELY FIVE bedroom home,
Oliva, Minn 69 270 49 101 .374 Smyth believes. The company and has led to the
lamps, pictures, rabbit cages,
anachronism
According
to
Brotman,
available
veterans
remain
all
to
indicators
the
says
basement,
large
corner
are
lot,
in
full
an of large
JOZER WUtt.14; Data noe ser•
Murcer, NY 80 289 48 101 .349
lot zoning in townships major changes in the 1970
other small items. No junk,
Otis, KC
77 306 48 96 .314 oversold condition for the first that force thin development Veterans
until they are used. In the past, plenty of shade. A. M. Thomas, 75x150. Owner transferring. 1700 vice; septic tank cleaning; septk
Housing
Act
have
Bird, Bait
66 247 64 77 .312 time in a year. The company over huge areas. In essence, made more families
be were required to use Executor, Douglas Shoemaker, Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Phone tank installation. Gene Steely,$01
eligible for veterans
TFC Story, Murray, Ky., Phone 75I753-4178.
Rojas, KC
77 230 38 87 .311 predicts the market should zoning to date has recognized loans and increased
benefits
within a certain Auctioneer. Phone 753-3375
their
the types
ICaline, Det 69228 41 71 .311 "turn up within a week to 10 the need to protect the of loans that can
they
or
time
expired.
(Note): July 17 good sale at
be made. In
The end of expiration dates Coldwater, Kentucky,
SMALL FARM; good location;
Rchrdt, Chi 67 252 26 77 .30E days" after the first of July.
amenities of the environment, addition, because of increased
July 24 Ft.
means
al
that
so
7
the
million
business or future investment.
FRbsn, Balt 67 235 43 72 .301
but it has not recognized the availability of mortgage funds,
Heiman Lodge caretaker will sell
HORNBUCKLE'S
BARi•
One mile East Murray, apRttmd, Balt 68 218 37 66 .302 The consensus among ana- need to conserve space in the larger VA loans are expected, veterans who purchased homes
BER SHOP, Open 3:0$
with VA grutranteed loans 3 walnut bedroom suites, marble proximately 10 acres pasture.
May, Mil
76 268 44 81 .302 lysts polled by the Investment face of population growth he said.
p.m.-10:00 p.m. Tu
Dealers' Digest is that stock pressures.
tically top tables, 12 ft. china cabinet, Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
Home Runs
"Basically," Brotman said, before 1968 are automatically
approximately 30 walnut pieces,
elible
for
t
new
through Friday.
loans.
VA
prices
should
rise
sharply
by
"This need creates a new "the Veterans Administration
Cozy older 7 room house, modern
National League: Stargell,
rotmman
axim
exuplmairoed
this nis many small items. All day
Saturday, 11:00-7:00.
an guan
Pitt 28; Aaron, AU and May, the end of the year aft& a facet for zoning - legislating encourages private lenders to because
'For appointment call 436sale.
1TC 2173.
Closed Monday.
On 23; Bonds, SF 19; Bench, sununer of little change. The the maximum size of lots in make 30-year home loans, with
TI•'C
Boy's Haircut, The.
company says 47 per cent certain areas. When used little or no down paymett,t at tees have been raised to
Cmn and Colbert SD 18.
$12,500 over the years and any
Men's Haircut, $1.00.
America' League: Cash, Det looked for no change over the together, these two approaches moderate interest rates vihiCh
unused portion of the current REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
HOFtNBUCKLE'S
BARt
19; Smith, Boa, Melton, Chi and summer, while approximately open possibilities far beyond are 7 per cent today.
entitlement
IS
BER SHOP
"Veterans who served in maximum
Oliva. Wm 18; Jackson, Oak one third believed prices would anything that could be thought
eterans who want
213 Spruce Street.
rise and the rest saw lower of under the single approach." World War II, the Korean War av ilabo
17.,
letivatma:
ti to vuse
As an example, Bacon said, and during the 'cold war' are
PHONE 723-7742
prices. "For the OctoberRam Batted In
Example
BY APPOINTMENT ALSO
National 7League! Stargell, December quarter more than 300 acres c d support 100
"For
example,"
=
"
1*C
said,
he
"if
families
on three acre lots. But
PHONE 753-7742
Pitt 80; Aaron, At] 64; Santo, two-thirds...anticipated a rising
a World War II veteran used all
there would
Chi and Torre, St.L 60; market (and) a resounding 89 little open be comparatively
andings of his then existing $4,000
space and much of
per cent.. believe the market
WANTED: ODD JOBS
Montanez, Phil 58.
entitlement to buy a house in
the natural setting would be
753-9511.
American League: Killebrew, will advance in the first three lost.
xs=••=i4m.P50'...-s-i-^.-c.t.etto-s,•••P 1947, he today has an
J10C
American League
Minn 56; Petrocelli, Bos 55; quarters of 1972," the Digest
4
additional $8,500 available."
With 1-acre lots, the setting
East
FURNITURE
REFINISHING.
Powell, Bait 54; B. Robinson, says.
Another change in the law
could be maintained but only
4
All work guaranteed. Free pickW. L. Pct. GS pamits veterans to
Balt, White, NY and Bando,
30 families could be housed.
use their
up and delivery. Free estimate.
51 31 .622 ..-. VA entitlements to refinance
The chances for an eventual But by providing 15 'flume Baltimore
Oak 51.
1
48 34 .585 3
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
penetration of the 950-1000 area lots, 85 lots of less than an Boston
existing property loans, providPitching
4
44 313 .537 7
McCoy,753-3045.
ed the new loan is for a
July16C
National League: Ellis, Pitt on the Dow Jones industrial acre, and the rest parkland, the Detroit
New York
38
46
.452
14
dwelling
owned
occupied
and
14-3; Dierker, Hou 12-4; Jen- average" are much better natural
setting
can
be Cleveland
37 4'7 440 15
CEPTIC TANK cleaning, balk
by the veteran.
kins, Chi 12-8; Carlton, St.L 11- today than when past attempts maintained and 100 families
Washington
33 49 .402 18
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 75bSays Brotman: "This
were registered," Harris, can he housed.
5; five tied with 10.
West
new provision should be of
Never reuse an empty
5933.
American League: Blue, Oak Upham & Co. says. The
July29C
3 Bedroom Brick with outside storage and carport, Nice size
W. L Pct. GB particular interest to veterans
17-3; McNally, Bali 13-4; company believes the trigger insectide container.
rooms,
bath.
one
Reduced
Quick
for
Sale.
Located on
.who were forced to tase4
vrtiA.. DO naby-sitting in my
53 29 .6411
Lolich, Det 134; Cuellar, Bait could come from a -real
Colorado.Carnations are the Oakland
Johnson Blvd.
conventional financing because
Kansas City
42 38 525 10
home.Phono153-7345.
J10C
13-1; Siebert, Boa 12-4; Perry, increase in corporate earn- only trade marked flowers in
Minnesota
39 44 .470 141
/
2 their VA loan benefits had
2 Bedroom with extension living room, central
ings."
Min 12-7.
the United States.
heat
expired
and
before
air,
the
new
law
California
39 48 .448 161
/
2
TODDLERS DAY Care Now
outside storage and porch located in Fox Meadow
became effective this year."
Trailer
Chicago
35 45 .438 17
open, for children three months
Court.
In
addition, the law now
Milwaukee
35 45 .438 17
to three years. State approved.
permits VA benefits to be used
Wednesday's Results
4 Bedroom Brick with formal dining room, den, garage. 2
Reasonable rates. Experienced
for loans to purchase property
Boa 4 Clev 0, 1st, tern
units of central heat and air. Located near Coldwater on one
help. Day or week. Phone 753in condominium projects.
Clev 4 Boa 3, 2nd, night
acre of land.
4481.
J1OC
"The
only
limitation,"
says
Calif 3 Minnesota 1, night
3 Bedroom Brick with Dining and large living
Milwaukee 8 Kan City 2, night Brotman, "is that the project
room. Large
HELP WANTED
must be approved for loan
Kitchen, carport, with VA loan. Located on Ryan.
Chicago 2 Oakland 1, night
insurance under Section 234 of
WANTED:
WAITRESS at
N.Y. 5 Det 3, 11 inn., night
20 Acre farm, 3 miles east of Almo on gravel road, real
the National Housing Act, as
Galllmore's Cafe, Hazel, KenBaltimore 4 Wash 0, night
administered by the Federal
pasture with good fence and suitable for row crop.
tucky. Phone 4924785.
J10C
Today's Probable Pitcliersv Housing Administrati
on."
icage (Wood 8-4)
68 acres with a silo and feeder trough, old churcn
The new law also makes VA
FEMALE HELY Wanted, 30-40
building
Kansas City (Splittorff 3-2) at guaranteed loans available for
would convert into a fine home. Has old Porter McCuiston
age group. local retail store. Full
Milwaukee (Lopez
house also. TVA easement rented, you need to
the purchase of mobile homes.
night.
time employment. Only ones that
see this
New York (Kline 7-7) at The interest rate is higher
place-at New Concord.
needs to work apply. Send
Detroit (Coleman 74), night.
(10.75 per cent) than the rate
resume
to P.O. Box 32K, Murray,
40 acre farm with 16 acre corn base. Has 5 outbuildings
Boston (Lonborg 3-31 at for conventional home loans
Kentucky.
JIOC
and water runs to them from a real good well. Exceptionally
Cleveland (Hargan 1-8), night. and the terms are shorter (12
good
land
and
fenced,
near
Providence.
years
and 32 days), but the
Washington (Brown 2-11 at
HOMEWORKERS
WANTED:
Baltimore (Cuellar 12-1), night. purpoee of the mobile home
part-time,full-time work at home
loan guarantee,'Brotman said,
Friday's Games
mailing our circulars. For details
is only to provide interim
California at Oakland, night
rush
self-addressed, stamped
housing
for
the
veteran
and his
Kansas City at Minn,
envelope and 35c to US Enfamily.
night
terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
use of this objective,"
Milwaukee at Chicago, night
202 So. 4th St
Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC
"the
said,
he
VA
wilt
restore
Cleveland at Baltimore, night
the veteran's full $12,500
Phone 753-3263
Home
Detroit at Washington, night
Phone
753-5086
TRACTOR-TRAILER DRIVERS
entitlement to buy a convenBoston at New York, night
- MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING (Experience not Necessary)
tional home after he pays off
National League
his mobile home loan in full."
Ent

Plannerfires blast
at zoning practices
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WILSON INSURANCE
and REAL ESTATE

W. L Pct. GB
Pittsburgh
54 31 .635
New York
46 36 .561 642
Chicago
44 38 .537 811
St. Louis
42 42 .500 1111
Philadelphia
35 49 .417 1811
Montreal
33 50 .398 20
West
W. L. Pct. GB
San Francisco 52 34 .605 ...
Los Angeles
48 38 .558 4
Houston
43 39 .524 7
Atlanta
44 46 .489 10
Cincinnati
37 50 .425 151
/
2
San Diego
30 $5 .353 211
/
2
Wednesday's Results
Montreal 12 New York 7
Houston 18 San Francisco 4
Pitts 9 Cincinnati 3, night
Atlanta 4 Phila 2, night
Chi 6 LA 5, 1st, twil
Chi 4 LA 3, 2nd, night
San Diego 4 St. Louis 1, night
Today's Probable Pitchers
Houston (Wilson 6-5) at San
Francisco (Cumberland 4-0)
Montreal (McGinn 1-1) at
Philadelphia (Reynolds 1-2),
night.
Cincinnati (Cullen 9-21 at
Pittsburgh (Kison 0-0), night
Chicago (Hands 0-8) at Los
Angeles ( Osteen 9-61, night
Friday's Games
Montreal at Phila. night
Atlanta at Pittsburgh, night
Houston at St. Louis 2 twin
New York at Cincinnati. night
San Fran at Los Angles, night
Chicago at San Diego 2, twin

TRAFFIC GOING
BY? FOR THE
BEST RESULTS
USE OUR WANT
ADS-IT WILL BE
YOUR BEST MOVE

Put your business profits into high gear
by using the vehicle
that is powerful enough to do the job alone. Phone
or come
by our Want Ad department for complete information. Stop
today.
4$_..1•4‘.ar;c;SI ‘'!r7.71.
k4P.

dirabeitER.

og.

Phone 7;31316
'CIRCULATION

THAT

SELLS,'"
•

•

Must have good driving record.
Be in good health. To train for
local and over-the-road hauling.
For application, call 606-299-6912
or write NATION WIDE SEMI
DIVISION, 171 New Circle Road,
N.E.,Lexington,Kentucky
40505.
J9C

MOVING MUST sacrifice corner
lots 404 and 405 in Pine Bluff
Shores $695.00 buys them both.
Phone 436-5862.
J1OC

FOUR BEDROOM brick in
Sherwood Forest. Three baths,
large fully equipped kitchen with
breakfast area, seperate dining ATTENTION LADIES: Would
room, family room with fire you like to manage Murray's
place,study or 5th bedroom,2 car finest fabric store? Inquire in
garage, Redwood Deck. Quality person at Fab-N-Trirn, 314 Main,
construction includes central air Murray,Kentucky.
and heat, duel pane windows
MALE & FEMALE; cook and
thru-out, concrete driveway and
waitresses. Full or part time.
walks, Large corner lot. Three Apply
at Long John Silver's,
minutes to new high school, five South
12th Street, across
minutes from M.S.U. By owner. Big
K.
Phone 753-6949.
J14C
SAFETY CONSULTANTS
needed, Earn $50.00 to 180.00 per
week. Part time. No experience
necessary. For interview, phone
753-1442.
JSC

I

REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE
BY OWNER:

Two bedroom home,
electric heat, running
water with 18 acres of
land. Located only 4

miles
_South
Haday Inn.
TIRED OUT-A blistering hot day and an ice cream
cone
leaves only one problem for a 10-year-old
--where to
settle down. Mike Cribber of Zanesville, Ohio,
nestles
in the earth mover tire.

INCOME TOO SMALL? With full
or part time Ftawleigh Home
Service Plan, many earning $3
hourly and up. Write giving
phone no: Ray Harris, Rawleigh
Co., Freeport, Illinois or call 81513241111 between 8 and 4:30. J8C

of

For Information Phone
753-7201

WANTED EXPERIENCED
waitress for part time work, must
be free to work evenings, and
week ends. Apply Colonial House
Smorgarbord No phone calls
please
TFC

The C

Across from I

if

I0ht55 MONARCH Mc
furnished, carpeted,
and air condtticaes,
miles from campus.
6569
GUITAR. 1 year old
guitar sound. Call

ARC & FIELD
Registered Irish Se
- Phone 753-3509 after 6:
1.1uly8NC

REGISTERED SAW
pups, great with
reasonable prices, ter
left. Melody-Ayre
Buchanan, Tennessee,
347-3345.
HIDE-A-BED SOFA.
Old. Moving; must tel
711144193.
IMO regret, the best
cleans
Eiitstre
utifully. Rent
$1. Big K.
_
CARPET WET? D

Clean with Blue Lustrt
pew shampooer $1.0
'Alto, Home of "It

1-SUPPLIES; 15 vino(
finishing, priced to r.
753-9162 after 7:00 p.m
REALTONE 71
/
2 wat
IN stereo receiver,
Turntable, 2-6" spl
months old, Perfect
$110. Call 753-9593.
8000 BTU AIR-CONE
good condition, $5
thermostatic wall heal
each. 1666 Ryan Avenu
BOYS 16 inch bicycle
condition.Phone 492-86
BABY CRIB, mattress
of drawers to match.
9593.
MOVING MUST SELI
1969 Mobile Home, 1
front and rear bedr
nished, 12000 BTU
ditioner, under pinnin
well cared for. Must
predate. Make Offer
8844 after 6:00p.m.
AKC PEKINGNESE
male and 2 femalt
price, make nice pet!
2767.
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SWIMWEAR
from 30% to 50% OFF
One Group
Long Sleeve Shirts
50% OFF
SHIRTS - SHORT SLEEVE
25% OFF
SUITS - SPORTCOATS
• 305 to 50% REDUCTION
1 Group SPORT COATS
Values to '50.00 NOW!!
'10.00
ALL TIES REDUCED 25%
1 Group DRESS PANTS
40% OFF
1 Group Wash & Wear
PERMANENT PRESS PANTS
50% OFF

( r

:1)t

FOR SALE
REGISTERED ANGUS bulls, 11
months old. Phone 436-5618. J10C
1970 YAMAHA, 80 cc, with
helmet. Phone 753-7705.
J1OC
MATCHING COUCH and chair.
Green floral. Phone 753-6600. J10C
FREEZERS-NEW 23 cu. ft.
chest, $224.00 delivered, 21 cu. ft.
upright $224.65 delivered,
Montgomery Ward, 510 Main 7531966.
TFC
1971 JOHNSON 60 H.P. outboard
motor. Phone 753-6600.
J10C
MAGNUS CHORD organ, like
new. Also Norge dryer. Phone
753-4921.
J10C
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. 1TC

NOTICE

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
41111•1.0-4180-041111.,U

READVERTISENIENT FOR BIDS

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

0411MID.0AMMO 041111.0.4mi.0.,amo-0

13

5-

o eessoo-smo-0

o.amm.o.emo.o.asi

TOP PRODUCING 100 ACRE FARM with a 4-year old 3-bedroom brick home. Located just
off Van Cleve Road,Smiles Northeast of Murray. Farm has approximately 95 acres tillable,
good well, stock ponds, 3 barns.

Because of failure to receive a satisfatory
proposal following previous advertisements,
sealed proposals for the construction of a Terminal-Office Building at the Murray-Calloway
County Airport will be received brthe MurrayCalloway County Airport Board at the City Hall,
Murray, Kentucky, until 4:00 p.m., CDT, July 16,
1971, at which time and place all proposals will
be publicly opened and read aloud.
Plans, specifications,
and contract
documents may be examined or obtained at the
City Clerk's Office, Murray, Kentucky 92071, for
the sum of Ten Dollars ($10.00) per set. No
refunds will be made.
The Murray-Calloway County Airport Board
reserves the right to reject any and all bids, to
waive informalities, and to negotiate with the
apparent qualified best bidder to such extent as
may be necessary.

PRICE REDUCED on a 3-bedroom brick home, located within 3 miles of Murray. Has a
combination kitchen-family room, ceramic bath, carpeted living room, large welllandscaped lot. Available immediately.
LARGE BRICK APARTMENT BUILDING with 3 apartments, plus a garage apartment at
the rear of the property. Has been kept in a good state of repair and is located near the
downtown area.
GOOD, LOW-PRICED 2-BEDROOM FRAME home on a 115' x 180' shady lot, 4 miles
Southeast of Murray on Hwy. 121. House has city water, electric heat, full (dry) basement,
enclosed back porch. Two separate garage buildings and a smokehouse on the property.
Full price only $10,500.
17 ACRE TRACT OF LAND with a good stock barn, deep well,good fences. Located on Hwy.
121, just East of Stella. Can be bought with or without a "like-new" 3-bedroom ( 12' x 60')
mobile home, completely furnished.
96 ACRE FARM with a 3-bedroom shingled home in fair condition. Has 2 barns, stable, good
well, 73 acres tillable land. Take a look at the crop and see if you don't agree that this farm is
well worth the asking price of slightly more than $200 per acre.

TWO GARAGE doors,7 foot high,
EXTRA NICE 3-BEDROOM SPLIT LEVEL home in Westwood Subdivision, just Southwest
9 foot wide, complete with frame
of the Murray city limits. This place has all of the extras and the construction leaves nothing
and all hardware, $22.50 each. 1 "APPLICATIONS ARE being
CARD OF THANKS
to be desired. Must be seen to be appreciated.
garage door, 7 foot high, 8 foot received for a Nurse Aide class
wide, $18.00 with all hardware. 1 starting in July. Please apply in
May we express our deep a
WILL SELL OR TRADE .. . .4 acre tract of land with a completely equipped trailer park,
barn door, 18 feet 8 inches wide, 9 Nursing Office". Murray- predation to our dear friends and
near Kentucky Lake. Has ten trailer spaces, 10' x 34' utility building, 24' x 44' double-wide
feet 6 inches tall with track, Calloway County Hospital. J10C neighbors for their many kindmobile home on a solid foundation. Owner's health necessitates a move closer to town.
$17.50. New wood windows, all
nesses extended us during the
sizes, 91.50 each. Used windows, ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- passing of our beloved husband.
ATTRACTIVE 2-BEDROOM BRICK home on a large corner lot in Hazel. Has central heat,
$1.00 each. King Sales, Lowell vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. father and grandfather, Robert
air conditioner,carpeting,large utility room,enclosed garage. Only $11,500.
King, phone 753-3810.
J10C Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- Carson.
mington,Kentucky.
A5C
We thank each and everyone
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED to the University. This 3-bedroom brick home has a living
YOU WILL never know what a
for the beautiful floral offerings,
CHinle
GREEN WELL Flea
room,
large family room,carpeting,2air conditioners. Located at 1653 Ryan Avenue.
change will take place till you try
messages of condolences and
Blue Lustre on that old carpet. Market, will operate on Sunday food.
COMPACT 3-BEDROOM FRAME HOME that has recently been completely remodelled.
Rent a new shampooer for $1.00. only during the hot months. Best A special thanks to Rev. John
• 4rieed at duly 19,1150, which is less than replacement cost.
Western Auto, Home of "The and least expensive way to sell or A. Jones, The Max Churchill
buy anything. Phone Country
Wishing Well."
J10C
Funeral Home, the singers and
Boys Sotre now! 885-5914, nine
BRAND NEW 4-BEDROOM BRICK home in Panorama Shores. House is designed so that it
organist from the United
miles
from
Hopkinsville,
Junc• can be used as a duplex with only a slight additional investment. Has 2 ceramic baths,
CREOSOTED POLES, for pole
Methodist
Church of Kirksey and
J9C
carpeting,central heat,kitchen built-Ms,large lot, only one block from the lake.
barn construction, utility poles tion, Ky. 117 and 164.
to each pallbearer. God bless
and boat docks. Murray Lumber
of
each
you.
EXCELLENTLY LOCATED DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY, consisting of slightly less
Co., Maple Street, Murray, H & R USED Furniture Store will
The family of Robert Carbe open six days a week from
than
11 acres. Located on Mayfield Highway at the intersection of Johnny Robertson Road,
Kentucky.
1TC
1TP
10:00 till 6:00. Lots of nice used son
- and is adjacent to the Calloway County Country Club. Owner will finance two-thirds of the
purchase price at 7 per cent interest, if desired.
LEAVING STATE, must sell. 15' furniture, glassware and anWinner Tiki boat, inboard, out- tiques. Come and brown nose I would like to thank everyone 0
LARGE, DELUXE 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME with a double garage, fully furnished
board, 80 H.P. Mercruiser around. We have lots of good for their kindness and conkitchen, huge den, living room, 2 ceramic baths, utility room, patio, fenced back yard.
engine, new top, 130- running stuff. Phone 753-6676, home phone sideration when my house burned
J10C June 19th. Words can never o
Located in the Robertson School District.
hours. One year old Lady Ken- 753-4716.
express my appreciation to my
Across from MSU Library Phone 753-3242
more portable dish washer.
Large wooded lot, bordering OVERWEIGHT' WEIGHT Loss friends and neighbors who were o PROFITABLE COUNTRY STORE BUSINESS, including stock, fixtures, building,
Oaks Country Club. Also for rent guaranteed or your money back. so kind to me. God bless each of i residence,outbuildings and 2 acres of land. Located in a nice little community Southwest of
you.
Phone Shapemakers,75319x55 MONARCH Mobile home, MAHOGAN
Murray. Owner retiring after 40 years in business.
Y EXECUTIVE or sale-water front cottage in
0
2962.
Louise Owens
furnished. carpeted, Mr Wimiletifinik• "Excellent condition. Panorama Shores. Phone
July
13C
1TP
44,and air condiriasee. cite' 8914 4 1.9"x58" top. Desk lamp included. 5899.
APPROXIMATELY 6 ACRES OF LAND with a beautifully wooded area and 662' frontage
miles from campus. Phone 753- $90. Call 753-9593.
We wish to take this method of o', -an US-641,4 miles South of Murray. Has excellent potential farJ9P
development.
NOTICE
6569
expressing our sincere gratitude
TFC
FOR RENT
to all those wonderful people who $ IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE. This 3-bedroom brick home is
If you do not receive your
GUITAR. 1 year old. Beautiful SLABS & SAWDUST. W. M.
0
conveniently located for
schools and shopping. Has a living room with carpeting and drapes, kitchen with built-in
paper by six p.m. call 753- aided us so much during the
Avery Lumber Co., Puryear, NEW TWO bedroom duplex
Itolk guitar sound.Call 753recent
illness
of
Mrs.
James
1
L.
I range and oven,extra large utility room, air conditioner, fenced back yard. Priced to sell.
14X093.
TFC apartment. Central heat and air, 9269 between 6:00 and 630 Jonnson.
J9P Tenn.
=
carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone
p.m.
Our special thanks go to Drs.
15 per cent AANNUAL RETURN ON YOUR INVESTMENT can be had with these apartTWENTY-TWO weaning pigs. 753-7850.
TFC
AKC & FIELD and trail
Ammons, Clark, Lowry, Hal ,.., ment units at 710 Poplar Street, in Murray. Two apartment units
Call 492,8644.
in the large frame house
J9P
Registered Irish Setter pups.
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs Houston and Kelly for their un- $ and two more in the "garage apartment" building at the rear
of the property.
LARGE ROOMS with recreation for rent or sale. Rent applies to tiring efforts on her behalf.
-Phone 753-3509 after 6:00 p.m.
A
FIVE-8 weeks old white Collie area. Country Estate. Phone
436- purchase. Lonardo
Piano special tribute must be reserved
LAKE FRONT COTTAGE AT PINE BLUFF SHORES. To assure a quick sale, the owner
puppies. Sire and dam both 2173.
-ns
JulY29O Company, across from Post for the nurses and technicians
has reduced the price so low that it defies comparison. Has living room, kitchen, bath, 2working cattle dogs. Choice,
office, Paris,Tenn.
J9C who served so well.
O
GISTERED SAINT Bernard $5.00. Phone 753-5107 or 753bedrooms and dining room on the main floor. The third bedroom, 49 bath and utility room on
.
We also will long cherish the
0
ups, great with children, 5117.
the lower level. Lot is 250' deep and has own private beach and private boat dock.
MOBILE
HOME
on Kentucky
J9P
'reasonable prices, terms. Only 4
Lake, 10 miles from Murray in WANT TO do sewing and baking. memory of those dear friends 0
left. Melody-Ayre Kennels, TAPPAN DISH washer. Cheap. Panorama
UNUSUALLY LARGE FRAME HOME on a 200' x 200' lot in Hazel. Has 3 bedrooms, 2
Shores.
Two Also have clarinet and king size that sent flowers, cards and gifts
Buchanan, Tennessee, phone 901- Phone 753-4724.
fireplaces, city water and sewer.
bedrooms,
16:16
ft.
living
room, bed for sale. Sheila Travis, 753- that mean so much to us, and the
J9C
J9C ministers who offered is hope in a
347-3345
seperate dining room, central 5829.
Jac
their visits and prayers.
12 ACRE TRACT OF LAND ideally suited for a fine home with small acreage. Located on a
heat
ONE SMALL drop leaf table with electric
and
airMay God bless each of you.
• new blacktop road, 4 miles Southeast of Murray.
conditioning,
AUTOS
FOR
SALE
all
new
chairs.
appliances,
Frigidaire
refrigerator,
HIDE-A-BED SOFA. 3 months
Mr.& Mrs. James L. Johnson
old. Moving; must sell. $150. Call Ironer, two twin bookcase including washer. On private lot. 1968 JAVELIN,air, power, 16,000
Jimmie and Diane
/ $4,750 IS THE FULL PRICE for a 2-bedroom frame home and 2 acres of land at Pottertown.
Phone 436-5571.
headboard
J9C
beds,
one
full
book713-9593.
actual miles Phone 753-5583 after
J9P
l'IC
Also,for a 2-bedroom frame home and 2 acres of land at New Concord. Take your choice.
case headboard bed and 2 end
5.00 p.m.
J10C
BODY OR CLEAN up shop.
tables. Phone 753-8222.
J9P
Ill40 regret, the best yet; Blue
The family of Ewing Wilkinson c
GOOD 2-BEDROOM STUCCO HOME and 2 acres of land, just 1 mile Southeast of Murray,
Large, convenient. Phone 435- 1970 V28 CAMERO. Factory
cleans
carpets
wishes to express their deep
on
5975.
Hwy. 121. Has a separate garage building with two additional rooms, good well, good
mags.
Phone
753-4074
after
J13P
5:00
GAS
DRYER,
perfect condition,
utifully. Rent electric
appreciation and special thanks
fences,stable,excellent producing garden spot. Priced at $10,000.
p.m.
J8C
$35.00.
Off
0
white
custom
$1. Big K.
J10C
to Dr. Ammons and Dr. Ross who
draperies, size 120":72", $80.00 PLENTY
TRAILER space; 1969 CHEVY NOVA, maroon, 6 were so faithful and worked
THREE ROOM SHINGLED HOUSE and 1½ acres, located 3 miles North of Murray on USnew, sell for $30.00. Child's 16" beautiful,
quiet living. Highway
diligently. The emergency room • 641. Has city water and natural gas on the property. Good
CARPET WET? Don't fret! bicycle,$8.00. Golf clubs
building site for an additional
and bag, No. 121, Kentucky Lake, Division cylinder, straight shift, good
and second floor nurses for their
Clean with Blue Lustre and rent a $15.00. Phone
tires. Call 753-4447 after 5:00
residence or commercial venture.
7534459.
J1ONC No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0,
new shampooer $1.00. Western
p.m.
J9C services.
Murray,Kentucky.
August2C
To each one for the beautiful I
Auto, Home of "The Wishing
LARGE 2-BEDROOM FRAME HOME on a shady corner lot in Hazel. Must be sold to settle
TEN BUSHELS red potatoes,
flowers and the one's that
1963
Well."
CHEVY
an estate. Make us a bid!
cylinder,
VAN,
JC
6
TRAILER FOR RENT. See
$3.00 per bushel. Phone 498brought food.
good condition. See at 509 So.
J9C Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer 8th.
The Gospel Aires quartet for
SUPPLIES; 15 gallons of floor 8472.
5 ACRE TRACT OF LAND with 2 concrete barns and a 12' x 50' mobile home,located only 2
J9C
Court, Murray Drive-In Entrance
the beautiful singing, the c
imishing, priced to sell. Phone
miles West of Murray. Can also be bought without the mobile home,if you prefer.
after 4:00 p.m. No phone calls 1967 MUSTANG
LARGEST
VARIETY
pistols
of
FASTBACK 289, pallbearers, Rev. Roger Joseph
753-9162 after 7:00 p.m.
TFC
please.
J9C
In Kentucky. No increase in
3 speed, wide ovals, chrome and Rev. A. M. Thomas for words /
BRAND NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME with central heat and air, hardwood floors,
prices. Country Boy Stores, the
wheels. Phone 492-8722
J9P of comfort and prayers.
REALTONE 7% watt AM-FM,
ceramic bath enclosed garage,kitchen-family room with built-ins, large living room,large
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles ROOM FOR man available
rm stereo receiver, Panasonic from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky. immediately. Furnished apart- 1963 PONTIAC Tempest, V8 . For each card, and telephone
lot. Located 2 miles Southeast of Murray.
call, and every kindly expression
Turntable, 2-6" speakers. 6
ments.
Zimmerman
Apartments,
stick. 1962 Corvair, 4 speed. 1971 of sympathy to the family in the
117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
months old, Perfect condition.
LAKEFRONT LOTS,CITY LOTS,RURAL BUILDING SITES... Whatever your building
SL-175 Honda. Priced to sell. loss of
p.m.
Aug30C 'South 16th Street. Phone 753our dear one. The Max H. • site needs,look at our selection of more than 200lots before you buy.
$110. Call 753-9593.
J9P
6609.
J9C Phone 753-2858 after 5:00 p.m.
Churchill funeral home for their
J10C
SIX ARC & FIELD registered
excellent service. We thank you.
MOO BTU AIR-CONDITIONER,
THREE
ROOM
furnished
Irish Setter pups of top quality
The family
1TP
good condition, $50.00. Ten
with 15 champions on pedigree apartment. Electric heat, air- 1969 MERCURY MONTERY 6
thermostatic wall heaters, $10.00
conditioned,
excellent
location,
passenger
Automatic
wagon.
Phone 753-4881.
J13C
each. 1666 Ryan Avenue.
Near University. Private, transmission, power steering,
J9P
FOR LEASE
HONDA SUPER 90. Newly Married couple, no pets Phone factory air, 27,000 miles. A-1
BOYS 16 inch bicycle, excellent overhauled.
753-1589.
JIOC
condition.
Phone
436-2199.
J1OP
$135.00. Call 753condition. Phone 492-8604.
J9C 2263.
J9P
LOT
WANTED TO BUY
UNFURNISHED APARTMENT;
BABY CRIB, mattress, and chest 1970
LEASE
FOR
MODEL MOBILE Home,two bedroom duplex, central heat WANTS TO BUY,Pony complete
of drawers to match.$50. Call 753- 12'x60',
like new. Located at and air, carpet, range furnished. with bridle and saddle. Phone
593.
J9P Paradise Trailer Park, 5 miles
Large Display Lot
J9P.
Couples or couple with one child 753-2470.
North of Cadiz. Owner Robby Available August 1st. Phone 753- WOULD LIKE to
buy, ladies used
next to Holiday Inn on 641
MOVING MUST SELL like new. Hyde, phone 522-6821.
J17P 8067.
4Mo041=1.04MI.0
TFC golf bag.Phone 753-8256.
0IIIM•04=1*04
J9C
•04M.•04iim am.oiew o
.4mn.*.em.o.mmi
1969 Mobile Home, 12 ft. wide.
South is for lease Only
HOUSE:
1002
Walnut
Street.
front and rear bedrooms, furWAN1"TO BUY; logs and
THREE BEDROOM farm home,
WANTED TO RENT
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom brick Three large bedrooms,
$200.00 per month This lot
large 2% miles West of ICirksey on new
nished, 12000 BTU air con• RABBITS, FRYERS, 543c each,
standing timber. Also have for
house.
Living
room,
large
living
room,
WANT
kitchen and dining gravel road, just off
TO RENT; 2 bedroom sale lumber and sawdust
ditioner, under pinning included, bucks and does,cheap while they
the
has over $1500.00 worth of
paneled family room, all built-in area. Available now.
Contact
well cared for. Must see to ap. last. Contact Floyd Borrow, 492- unfurnisned house. Reasonable. Murray Sew Mill and "nth
ckusburg Road.. Phone 489'
kitchen,
2
baths,
large carport Hayden Rickman, 753-3242 days tar.
J9C Phone 753-5058.
predate. Make Offer Call 753- 6445.
TF
J9C Co. Phone 753-4147.
improvements on it.
July10C
with storage area, central heat or 753-5450 after
7:00 p.m.
J9C
8844 after 6:00 p.m.
J9NC
and air, all draperies stay. Wittllh
ivAtir TO BUY: used set of
1970 HONDA 450 Scrambler, low
walking distance of Robertson THREE BEDROOM borne,
COLONIAL BRICK 3 bedrooms,
FOUND
For information
on 3
ARC PEKINGNESE puppies, 1 mileage, good condition.
TBook of Knowledge" by
Elementary, new high school and acres, basement, air
ComCall
Bob
Nafneth
conditioned, bath and hall centrally cooled
niale and 2 females, special plete with
helmets and back rest. FOUN15: SMALL gray Tabby Americana. Phone 753-5710. J1OC
University. See at 1607 Loch fully carpeted, stove,
and heated, fenced back, paved
dish
price, make nice pets. Call 753- Phone 753-4115
kitten at 1313% West Main. Phone
I Anmond Drive. Phone 753-5367 for washer, 10 miles east
after 6:00p.m.
Collect 219-287-5958
drive. Shown Friday by apof
Murray
2'767.
WANT
TO BUY blackberries,
753-5542.
JI0C
pointment. For more information
appointment.
J13C on Highway 94. Phone 474`19P Phone 753-5710.
J10C
753-2767
call
J9P
2329.
J13C

The College Shop

I
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I
I

I

I

I

I
I
I

i

I

I

I

I .

I

: Fulton Young Realty
4th & Maple Streets

11

REAL ESTATE FOR SALL

Phone 753-7333

\
Home Phones:
i Fulton E. Young, 7153-4946; Ishmael Stinson, 753-1534.
N....

4.*
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The}
Source
In Mu:
Callowa

Hospital Report
July 6, 1971
ADULTS 100
NURSERY 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy White (Mrs. Connie
Rogers White), 902 Main,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
James Nicholas
Master
Redmond, Almo, Mrs. Hazel Bell
Miller, Rt. 2, Murray, Henry
Herbert Hargrove,Rt. 7, Murray,
Mrs. Wilma Estelle Robarcls,
1705 Farmer Ave., Murray, Mrs.
Doruia Faye Wheatley and Baby
Boy, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Janice
Miller Reed and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, Mrs. Mitzi Claudette Lax
and Baby Boy, 1207 Melrose,
Murray, Mrs. Virginia Maxine
McLemore, Ftt.8, Benton, Miss
Rt. 4,
Vicki Lynn Collins,
Murray, Louis Cleo Slusmeyer,
907 Gatesboro Circle, Murray,
Mrs. Lila Ellen Drinkard, Rt. 1,
Murray, Kirk Allen Pool, 807
Olive St., Murray, Mrs. Annie
Mason Stalls, Rt. 2, Hazel, 011ie
Clayton Smotherman, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Minnie Mott Ray,Rt.
5, Murray.

ROSES

Last I
Hand

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m. - Mon.-Sat.
1 to 6 p.m. Sundays

Shop These and Hundreds of Other Great Buys!!

ONE RACK

PRICES GOOD THURS.-FRI.-SAT.-SUN. — JULY 8-11

LADIES
DRESSES

THE GOLDY
STRETCH WIG

Beautiful Summer styles
in knits, poplins,
polyester in hundreds of
exciting colors.
REG. TO '15.88

July 2, 1971
104
aiDULTS
9
sTURSERY
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Wheatley (Mrs.
)onna Faye Wheatley), Route 4,
durray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Nancy Louise Epperson
ukt Baby Boy, Midway Trailer
A., Murray, Mrs. Carolyn Jean
Rollins, Route 4, Murray, Master
Merles Rob Hoke, Route 1,
Limo,Rudy Litton Dunn,Route 2,
Mrs. Wanda Faye
Hazel,
Hughes, Route 1, Murray, Bobby
Ray Thweatt, Route 1, Almo,
Mrs. Evelyn Harriet Shoemaker,
Route 2, Hazel, Mrs. Shannon
Milam McCallum, Route 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Miss Paula
Denise Wilson, Box 72, Hazel,
Scott Ray Wallace, Route 1,
Kirksey, Miss Laurie K bellow,
1600 Sycamore, Murray, Gillus
Raymond Fielder, Route 5,
Murray, Mrs. Nina Adline Dill,
Hazel, John Daniel Dill, Hazel.
Mn.Zeffie Byers, 309 North 7th.
Murray, Mrs. Maggie Sunshine
McCuan, Box 35, Lynnville
Thomas George Shelton, Route 3
Murray, Ted L. Broach, Route 3,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Odie Clydt
Lamb, 805 Coldwater, Murray
James Castle McDougal ( ex
Mired). Route 4, Murray.

United Pre

In Murray

Ideal for wear this Summer.
Pop on after a day at the
beach and be ready for an
evening out!

NEW YORK (UPI)—"The
*lances of the decline continuing beyond where it already has
gone decrease with time,"
Fraser Management Associates
believes. The company says the
market should be in good
position after the July 4th
weekend. "We ought now to
accentuate the positive while
the negatives, hopefully, eliminate themselves."
The market recovery has
been characterized mostly by
professional involvement with
most private investors remainon the sidelines, Dean
Whitten & Co. says. The general
opinion brightens as the economy
picks up, the company believes
"the spending of excess savings
and surplus discretionary income
should propel stock prices
higher."
The eight per cent drop in the
Dow Jones industrial average
from the high of 958 reached in
April constitutes a "normal
correction in a bull market,"
according to the Alexander
Hamilton Institute, Inc. "We
still expecct the market tc
resume its uptrend, with a
summer rally possibly sending
the Dow over the 1000 mark,"
the Institute said.
The ability of industrial
Issues to hold above their
recent lows is viewed by TPC
Inc. as a "constructive develop
rnent." TPO adds that utilities
"which occasionally lead the
rest of the market" recently
have been pointing upward
These indications and the
markets oversold state suggest
to the company that "a rare
buying opportunity is at hand "

FOR ATHLETE'S FOOT
USE KERATOLYTIC ACTION
BECAUSE—
affected

It *loughs off itatl dimly."
to it•
•Iten. Espoee•-doepoot infection
T-4-1—
laillingr action. Get quick -at-On,
drug cogent..
• Iter•t•lytic. at say
r.'r SO. b•ck. NOW
FAST relief
HOLLAND DRUG CO.

flower prints,

100% KANEKLON—
JUST WASH AND WEAR!

red, white and blue designs,
some wranglers.

A flick of the brush and you have
a new style.

wekccoe

Reg.
16.88

Pant dresses, casual dresses
and dresses suitable for any

Ladies Spring and
Summer Lingerie

occasion. Sizes 3 to 14.

Neat roll sleeve style in permanent
press for easy care.

REDUCED

Prints and solids.

SHIFT GOWNS &
BABY DOLLS
Lovely pastel colors in soft, comfortable
permanent press material. Several styles,
all accented with delicate lace trim.

Regular '1.96
100% POLYESTER

Wall Street
Chatter

LADIES SLACKS
& PRINT JEANS

Sizes
S-M
L-XL

Buy Now & Save!
Summer is here, along with bright sunny
days. Brighten your home with ...

DRAPES
Special Process Provides Woven - In

Shampoo-In Toner Kit

American I.
Auxiliary To
Picnic On I

Murray Americ
73 and Auxiliary 7
annual family
Murray City Park
12, at 6:30 p.m. d
and their famine(
attend.
Meat, bread, an
furnished by Ow
families are as
vegetables and
each family shot
own silverware.
Following the
officers for the co
be installed who a
Commander; Vice
Roy Folsurn and
Adjutant Cleo S;
Officer, Lester N
Officer, James B
Arms, Thomas
Rev. Henry McKt

The We

Reg. '3.88

BLONDES .AMERICAN
STYLE . . .

JAMAICA
SHORTS
Jamaicas are still very
much a part of the
fashion scene.
Florals, prints and solids.

MATERIAL
Soft pastel colors with a subtle
design woven in the fabric.
45 inches wide.
Machine washable.
Ideal for dresses,
pant suits.

LADIES

By KIM W
SAIGON (U
Army today h
South Vietnao(
lot American
DaMilitarized
fensive network
bers pounded Nc
units on a nearl
Allied military
the same time
North Vietnami
tacks against Ft
the mountaintoi
located along thi
U.S. Forces t
South Vietnam tc
Charlie 2 where
died when a Noi
rocket hita bunker
UPI correspoi
Kellerman said 7
tanks, personnel
lery, jeeps and
out after a shor
noon transferrini
Saigon troops.
About 150 °thei
to man a batter,
guns and radars
the threat of a
Vietnamese attac
As the bae wal
to the South Vie
bombed a ridge
away and mas
barrages boomed

Self Lined Sun-Resistant Backing.
Full bottom hems, deep 4-inch pleats.
Assorted fabrics in prints and solids.
84 and 63 inch lengths.

JUNIOR BOY'S

SHIRT & PANT
SETS
Long pants
in a ,variety of
colors with matching shirts.
Some with knit shirts.
Permanent press.

Reg. to 53.94

Kentucky: (
cloudiness north
cloudy south thr(
with scattered tl
mainly north p(
change in teempel
today and Saturcil
low 904 Lows tonit
60s to low 70s.

EXTENDED
Kentucky: Tt
forecast for the
Tuesc
through
generally dry
Monday with a cha
Tuesday. Warm
through Tuesday
the Ms to low 904.
from the low to ui

For the Special Look of America's
Most Exciting Blondes!
For pre-lightened hair.

NEW! SUPER SIZE

HEAD &
SHOULDERS
SHAMPOO
LARGE 7-0Z TUBE
Now a super size for those who
use a shampoo for dandruff.

WHILE SHOPPING AT ROSES .
VISIT OUR LUNCHEONETTE, SERVING THREE COMPLETE MEALS A DAY!

* LUNCHEONETTE SPECIAL *
SATURDAY NIGHT

8-0Z. T-BONE STEAK
Choice of two vegetables
Hot Rolls - Coffee or Tea

MEN'S
100% POLYESTER

KNIT SHIRTS
Short sleeve in a wide
selection of colors.
Button neck with
collar
Sizes S-M -L-XL

Reg. 2 for 55

ROBERT M. H
letter el appreciai
Erre,upon Hera
NMI'part."You
service record. He
four years of seni

